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Course Objectives
Course Title:

Project Management Process

Date:

____________________

Location:

____________________

Instructor(s):

____________________

AFTER SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THIS COURSE,
STUDENTS WILL BE ABLE TO:
o Initiate and align a project team;
o Use the Master Deliverables List (MDL) to develop a project specific
Work Breakdown Structure (WBS);
o Develop a Project Management Plan (PMP);
o Assess project risk;
o Obtain endorsement for a PMP;
o Manage scope, schedule, and budget;
o Manage change;
o Conduct an effective project closure.
This course provides INDOT staff with foundational knowledge and skills in project
management principles and methodologies. INDOT’s project management processes
provide the tools for interdisciplinary teams to efficiently and effectively deliver projects
within scope, schedule and budget.
Power Point Presentations
•

INDOT Project Management Process - Introduction

•

INDOT Project Management Process – Step 1: Initiate and Align

•

INDOT Project Management Process – Step 2: Plan the Work

•

INDOT Project Management Process – Step 3: Endorse the Plan

•

INDOT Project Management Process – Step 4 : Work the Plan

•

INDOT Project Management Process – Step 5: Transition and Closure

See the list of books, articles, websites ,and other sources that appears at the end of
each Power Point presentation.
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Teamwork Exercise
Goal: Each team is responsible for building a bridge that meets the following criteria.
Schedule: 8 minutes and 47 seconds
Work as a team/everyone must contribute
What is your budget?
Building materials may be purchased at the local bridge store.
Meet the following requirements:
Finish on time and on budget
Impress the public with your work
The bridge opening will be aired on the evening news
• What do they need to know?
The bridge must carry 2400 vph
Span = 237.25 feet

SR 26 Bridge over Wabash River
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Introduction
his course identifies the principles and methodologies adopted by the Indiana
Department of Transportation (INDOT) for successful project management and
delivery. Project management requires the application of knowledge, skills, tools,
and techniques to deliver the project on time, within budget, and according to
specifications. INDOT’s project management process is based on proven industry
standards for project management, such as the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK) prepared by the Project Management Institute (PMI).

T

INDOT’s Mission
Build, maintain, and operate a superior transportation system enhancing safety, mobility,
and economic growth.

INDOT’s Values
Customer Focus
We will understand and meet the needs of our customers in our policy, program
development, and decision making process.

Integrity
We will maintain the highest ethical standards in our dealings with each other, our
customers, business partners, and the environment.

People
We commit to developing and supporting a flexible, technically skilled work force with
individual teams that work toward our shared mission and goals.

Agility
We will have the knowledge and ability to rapidly adapt to the opportunities and
challenges offered by changing technology and business processes.

Continuous Improvement
We will continually improve our business processes through better products, practices,
procedures, and information-based decision making.
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Safety
We will create, maintain, and promote a safe work environment for our employees and
continually strive to reduce incidents and severity of traffic-related accidents and injuries.
INDOT’s vision, mission, and values can be found at:
www.ai.org/dot/about/general/sp.html
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INDOT’s project process is

based on a set of proven tools
available to help project
managers and teams define,
execute, and deliver projects
more effectively
Plan the work
Initiate
& align

Plan
the work

Work the plan

Endorse
the plan

Work
the plan

Transition
& close

18

INDOT’s Vision: Driving Indiana’s
economic growth
INDOT’s Mission: Build, maintain,
and operate a superior
transportation system enhancing
safety, mobility, and economic
growth
Source: http://www.ai.org/dot (7/14/06)
27

INDOT’s Values:
Customer focus
Integrity
People
Agility
Continuous improvement
Safety

Source: http://www.ai.org/dot (7/14/06)
28
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Project Management
While terminology may vary, the principles of project management are consistent. A
project manager needs more than tools to succeed in delivering quality projects on time
and within budget. Project managers with the knowledge and skill to lead a team toward a
common goal will optimize team member talents to the best benefit of the team.
The Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) describes the work planning
process as defining and refining objectives and selecting the best alternative courses of
action. There are many tools and techniques unique to project management; such as work
breakdown structures, critical path, or earned value. These tools and techniques alone are
not sufficient without effective project management knowledge and skills. The project
team must recognize and use knowledge and skills from at least five areas of expertise:
The Project Management Body of Knowledge - knowledge unique to the project
management field and overlaps other management disciplines.
Application area knowledge, standards, and regulations - Project categories with
common elements but not necessary in all projects
• Functional and supporting disciplines - legal, inventory management, personnel,
traffic, right-of-way, environmental, etc.
• Technical elements – software development or engineering
• Management specializations – government contracting, new product development
• Industry groups – automotive, chemical, agriculture.
Each of these areas typically have there own set of accepted standards and practices.
Understanding the project environment – the team needs to understand the positive
and/or negative cultural, political, social and environmental impacts the project may have
and how people (customers, stakeholders, etc.) may affect the project.
General management knowledge and skills – planning, organizing, staffing, controlling
ongoing operations; including strategic planning, accounting, procurement, human
resources, information technology, etc.
Interpersonal skills – effective communication, getting things done, leadership,
motivation, conflict management, and problem solving.
Each of these areas may appear to be discrete elements, but they generally overlap. It is
not required that every team member be an expert in all five areas, the combined
knowledge of the team leads to an effectively managed project.
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Principal
source
of
INDOT’s
Project
Management
Process
31

Project management areas of expertise
Project management
Body of Knowledge

Application area
knowledge,
standards, &
regulations

Interpersonal
skills

General
management
knowledge &
skills

Understanding
the project
environment
Source: PMI, 2004
33

INDOT gratefully acknowledges:
• The INDOT/Purdue University Joint
Transportation Research Program for
guidance

• The Washington State Department of
Transportation for aiding and advising
INDOT in the development of the INDOT
Project Management Process

17
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History of Project Management at INDOT
Formal project management is new to INDOT. The Office of Project Management was
formed in 2005. Prior to that, the only times the process has been practiced were the
design-build and fast track contracts of the Special Projects section. These contracts had
tight schedules and budgets that required that Design and Construction work together
from the start. The construction managers delivered the major projects on time and on
budget. While change orders on other contracts averaged11% of construction costs,
changes on these projects were less than 2%.

JTRP Review
From these “lessons learned” a program for construction management was developed and
defined. The FHWA endorsed the project management concept and recommended that
the Joint Transportation Research Program (JTRP) at Purdue University research this
process for appropriate training. The JTRP has developed a curriculum for project
management training and, after review, made these recommendations:

Recommendation 1 – INDOT should extend the application of Managing Project
Delivery, Project Delivery Information System, and Primavera Project Planner for
the Enterprise tools and put management steps in place to confirm their adoption.

Recommendation 2 – INDOT should develop a plan and timeline for
implementing recommendations which center primarily on a) using existing
exemplary practices in place at some projects to develop minimum standards
and/or templates; b) improving the clarity of project communication by
documenting terms and definitions; and c) confirming the consistency and
currency of reporting information.

Recommendation 3 – INDOT should conduct an assessment of the effectiveness
of current information systems and options for addressing any deficiencies.

Recommendation 4 – INDOT should develop a criteria for extending Cost Risk
Estimating and Management (CREM) analyses to a wider universe of projects.
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INDOT’s Response

INDOT is proactively identifying ways to address these recommendations. One step was
the formation of a Project Management Task Force. The Project Management Task Force
is made up of representatives from across the state; representing multiple disciplines
(design, construction, etc.) They were tasked with identifying ways to implement the
JTRP recommendations, but more importantly to improve our project management
process. Make the process more scalable, and identify and develop easy to use tools,
templates, and techniques to encourage and simplify the use of the process.

Project Management Process Overview
Changes have occurred this past year but the philosophy remains the same. INDOT’s
project management process features a five step process very similar to other project
management approaches being used around the world by project managers in the private
and public sectors. The five project management steps are:

•
•
•
•
•

Initiate and align
Plan the work
Endorse the plan
Work the plan
Transition and closure

The PM process is
the foundation that supports
the INDOT PM program
INDOT
Project Management
Program
Initiate
& align

Plan
the work

Endorse
the plan

Work
the plan

Transition
& close

Project management process
19
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INDOT Project Management Process Matrix
INDOT’s project management process provides the tools to actively manage and deliver
projects. How the tools are used is up to the project manager and team. A responsibility
matrix, which follows on the next page, was developed to help the project manager and
his or her team understand the process. The matrix identifies:
•

Who is responsible for each step

•

Who is involved in the process

•

What is it

•

What are the project management steps

•

What it looks like to team members

•

Outcome or work product

The project manager is responsible for assuring total team participation, including
specialty groups.
A project team consists of the project manager, team members from their project office,
team members from specialty groups such as Real Estate Services, Environmental,
Hydraulics, Traffic, Operations, Geotech, Bridge, Utilities, and any others that are needed
to deliver the project.
The project manager is ultimately responsible for the outcome of the project. The project
manager is:
•

Formally empowered to use organizational resources

•

In control of the project

•

Authorized to spend the projects budget

•

Authorized to make decisions for the project

Ma r c h 2 0 0 7
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The 5-step
Process
Who is
responsible?
Who is
involved?
What is it?

What are the
steps?

Initiate and
Align the
Team

Plan the Work

Endorse
The Plan

Work the
Plan

Transition
and
Closure

*Project
Manager

*Project Manager

*Project
Manager

*Project Manager

*Project
Manager

**Project Team

**Project Team

This step defines
the what,
identifies who is
on the team and
how and what
are they going to
contribute to
completing the
assignment

A work plan that
specifically identifies
who will do the work
and mutually agreed
upon time frames and
budgets to get the
work done.

•
Project
Description

•
Team Mission /
Assignment

•
*Team member
identification
and roles and
responsibilities

•
Measures of
success

•
Major
Milestones

• Task
Planning using MDL
• Schedule
• Budget
• Identify
Risk Factors

**Project
Team
An agreement
of what is to
be completed
and by whom

•
Project Team
Commitment

•
Management
Endorsement

•

**Project Team
Actively
managing the
work plan

**Project
Team
A completed
project or
phase

•
Manage the
scope, schedule
and budget

•
Manage risks and
opportunities

•
Implement
transition plan

•
Review
Lessons
Learned

•

Communication Plan
• Change
Management Plan
• QA/QC
Plan

Managing change

•
Communicate
progress, issues
and lessons
learned

•

•
Reward and
Recognize

•
Archive

Transition/Closure
Plan

•
Boundaries

•
Operating
Guidelines

What it
looks like to
team
members?
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Attends and
participates in a
general project
kick-off and
review.

Participates in
development of
schedule at the task
and deliverable level,
develops budget for
deliverables they are
responsible for,
participates in a risk
assessment.
Participates in
development of
communication and
change management
plans

Reviews
schedule and
estimate for
consistency
with earlier
input and says
“can do”
A project
management
plan approved
by the team
and ARA or
equivalent.

Regularly
contacted by
project manager
or representative
to review
adherence to the
project plan.
Initiates contact
with project
manager upon
discovery of
potential change.
Actively
monitors key
milestone dates
for dependant

Participates in
lessons
learned and
development
of phase
transition plan

Page 9

What is the
outcome or
work
product?

•

An
understanding of
what is to be
produced by
whom and how
they will work
together.
A document
describes who is
to be included
on the team and
what their
responsibility is.
A list of the
milestones and
critical success
factors this team
will accomplish.

A refined scope of
work, a baseline
schedule, a current
estimate, a risk
register that identifies
and quantifies risk, a
document on what
information will be
communicated to
whom and when, and
a document on what
the team will do
when change occurs.

A
commitment
by the
individual
team members
and
management
agreeing to
the: who,
what, when
and for how
much.

activities that
initiates his or her
work.
Actively
managed scope,
schedule and
budget, monthly
status meetings to
communicate
progress and any
changes to scope,
schedule or
budget, quarterly
reports, and
change
management
plans. Clear
understanding of
project status.
Documents that
communicate
scope schedule
and budget status.

A completed
project phase,
a transition
(archive and
hand off)
document, a
list of lessons
learned.

The Assigned Project manager is responsible for assuring total team participation

(Including Specialty Groups).
**A project team consists of the project manager, team members from their
project office, team members from specialty groups such as Real-Estate Services,
Environmental, Hydraulics, Traffic, Operations, Geotech, Bridge, Utilities, and
any others that are needed to deliver the project.
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Additional project management terms:

Project – The application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project activities
to meet project requirements
Project Management Plan(PMP) – A formal, approved document used to guide both
project execution and project control. The primary uses of the project plan are to
document planning assumptions and decision, facilitate communication among
stakeholders, and document approved scope, cost, and schedule baselines. A project plan
may be summary or detailed.
See Appendix A for the I-74 and US 421 PMP.

Level vs. Effort
The five project management process steps can be further simplified into two basic
phases; Plan the Work and Work the Plan.
In a typical project application planning the work (the first two steps) will constitute
approximately 10% of the total project effort and time. The remaining three steps
constitute approximately 90% of the project effort and time.
When the level of effort for each of the five steps of a project is reviewed, the general
observation is that the majority of resources are spent doing the work, that is, working the
plan. Only a small amount of resources are devoted to planning the work. However, the
investment in planning the work is highly leveraged; it is the “secret” to a successful
project.
How much time, money, and effort should I spend on this project management stuff? The
amount of time spent on each of the steps should be commensurate with the following
elements:
•

Project Size & Complexity

•

Team Size

•

Stakeholder Involvement

•

Potential resistance to the project

Scalability is the level of work planning required based on those elements. The Project
Manager determines the appropriate level of detail.

Ma r c h 2 0 0 7
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The five steps in the project
management process require

different levels of effort
Plan the work

Work the plan

LEVEL OF EFFORT

10% +

90 % +

Work the
plan
Plan the
work

Initiate
and align

Endorse
Transition/
close

TIME
43

The five step process can be applied

to planning through maintenance
Plan
the
Work
Initiate
& Align

Work the Plan

Plan
the
Work

Endorse

Initiate
& Align

T/C

Plan
the
Work

Endorse

T/C

Pre-Construction

Planning

Initiate
& Align

Work the Plan

Plan
the
Work

Work the Plan

Endorse

Initiate
& Align

T/C

Work the Plan

Endorse

Construction

T/C

Maintenance
44

E
DG
BU

SC
HE
DU
LE

The three essential requirements
of a project:

T

SCOPE

A “link and pin” truss where every
element must remain connected
47
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Scope, Schedule, Budget Triangle
Another fundamental topic in project management is commonly referred to as Trade-Off
Triangle or Scope, Schedule, Budget Triangle. While changes occur on a project they do
not occur in a vacuum. When the scope of a project is changed, time and cost are
affected. Of course, the same is true when changes are made to cost or time.
Scope, Schedule, and Budget are each project constraints and must be actively monitored
and managed throughout the project delivery process. As change occurs it is essential in
project management to be mindful of these constraints and help keep others aware of it.
Changes should not always be accepted as valid; rather they should be evaluated on how
the change affects other aspects of the project.

But first! Before diving into “doing the work” the team needs to get
ready and establish its direction by Initiating and Aligning the
team.

Ma r c h 2 0 0 7
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1
Step

Initiate and Align

Initiate and Align is the first step of the project management process. It provides for
team building early in the process and sets the direction of the project. Effective teams
develop a project purpose, team mission, operating guidelines, project boundaries, roles
& responsibilities, and measures of success. These elements establish a firm foundation
with a common goal in sight.
Initiating is the process of formally recognizing that a new project exists (this includes
transition of projects from one phase to another (i.e. Scoping to Design).
District/Central Office Management initiates the project by providing:
• Project Description
• Team Mission/Assignments
• Major Milestones
• Boundaries
The project team reviews and commits to meeting these initial elements.
Aligning the team is the basis for establishing a common understanding of the team’s
roles and responsibilities; the requirements of and limits on their performance; and their
commitment to act as a cohesive and cooperative team for the effective delivery of the
project.
The project manager aligns the project team by developing:
• Team Member Identification
• Team Roles and Responsibilities
• Measures of Success
• Operating Guidelines

Ma r c h 2 0 0 7
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Project Description
The Project Description is a formal statement that defines the purpose and need for the
“product” or “outcome” that the project is intended to produce. District/Central
Management provides the Project Description to the Project Manager. It is used to
establish a common purpose and need of both the project and the project phase among the
members of the project team.

Steps for development/review of the Project Description:
1. The Project Manager receives the Project Description from Region/Organization
Management and:
 Reviews the needs the project is intended to fill;
 Reviews the goals, products, and outcomes of the project.
2. The Project Manager uses his/her understanding of the Project Description to
begin to identify team members.
3. The Project Manager reviews the Project Description and preliminary team
membership with District/Central Management.
4. The Project Manager or designee refines the Project Description .
The Project Description is a statement of the reasons why the project or phase is
being undertaken, and acts as the foundation for all further project planning and
actions.
A Project Description generally includes the following characteristics:


It is a statement of the desired condition at the end of the project; hence, it
describes an “end result” and should be capable of being seen.



It is a “project” objective, not the duty of an individual.



It establishes a common goal toward which all project activities and efforts strive.



It is expressed in positive terms; it is a positive end result.

Ma r c h 2 0 0 7
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Definition of project description:
Formal statement
defining purpose and need
for the product or outcome
the project is intended to produce

5

Example project description
I-74/US 421 Interchange Reconstruction
Because of the inherent operational and geometric deficiencies
of the existing partial interchange it is recommended that the
existing unconventional, substandard interchange be modified to
a new partial cloverleaf Type-A interchange. Twin bridges on the
interchange crossroad are recommended. The crossroad typical
sections show open drainage and paved shoulders. The
crossroad will have full limited access right-of-way. There will be
six new interchange ramps.
The new interchange will connect to newly constructed US 421
(Five Lane Section) and Old US 421 (Four Lane Section) urban
section roadways to the south and to a newly constructed two
lane local roadway to the north.
6

A useful project description has
four characteristics
• End result, capable of being “seen”
• “Project” objective
• Common goal
• Positive terms

7
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Pragmatic Benefits of a Project Description
Recall the adage “go slow to go fast.” Take time to establish a firm foundation for the
team. The initiation and alignment phase provides a structured way to do this - the nononsense benefits of a clear purpose are undeniable. A few of these are listed below.
Work planning
Provides an integrated theme for developing a written plan (i.e. writing a scope of
work, preparing a schedule, identifying resources, developing a budget, etc.).
Organizing
Arranges activities into a coherent whole, enabling the making of day-to-day
decisions for the long-term goal of the project.
Employee Development
Helps decide what skills do we need and when do we need the people with those
skills?
Leadership
Responds to employee questions such as:





“where are we going?”
“how do we plan to get there?”
“what role am I expected to play?”
“how will my job change?”

Project teams throughout history had focus or a “purpose.” Whether exploring new
continents, building pyramids, the Great Wall, the Panama Canal or challenging the
elements there was a mental picture of what was to be achieved. Maybe they used a
formal process, maybe not, but the teams knew exactly what their objectives were.
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Team Mission/Assignment
The Team Mission Statement/Assignment is an expansion of the Project Description and
describes the overall actions the project team will take to accomplish its portion of the
project. It is usually a short paragraph developed with input from District/Central
Management.

Steps for development/review of the Team Mission/Assignment:
1. The Project Manager reviews the Project Description to determine the major
elements of the work needed to produce the end product or outcome of the PreConstruction Phase of the project.
2. The Project Manager and the project team collaboratively develop simple
descriptions of the major activities the team will perform to produce the end
product or outcome (e.g., develop the plans, specifications, and contract
documents needed to advertise for bids; identify and obtain all required
environmental permits).
3. Review the Team Mission/Assignment with the key members of the project team
in order to obtain their agreement.
4. Review the Team Mission/Assignment with the District/Central Management.
While the Project Description identifies the end product or outcome, the Mission
Statement addresses the specific work the team is assigned to perform and relates only to
specific work deliverables and tasks needed to accomplish the assigned scope of work.
The team mission is of particular importance during project work planning as it clearly
defines the scope of the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS).
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Definition of team

mission/assignment:
An expansion of the project
description and describes the
overall actions the project team will
take to accomplish its portion of the
project

9

Example team mission/assignment
Team Mission/Assignment
Deliver a PS&E package and all supporting documents and
approvals required to advertise the I 74/US 421 Interchange
Modification project. Meet the following criteria:
A construction project that minimizes impacts to the public and
environment
An improved facility that is responsive to the needs of and meets
the requirements and expectations of all stakeholders.
Within funding limits.
By the agreed upon RFC date.
Phase of the project assigned? (Check the phase that applies for

the team you are initiating for this effort):
Scoping

Preliminary Engineering

Construction

10

Suggested process for developing
the team mission/assignment:
1.Review project description
2.Define major activities
3.Review with key team members
4.Review with district/central
management
11
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A Highway Construction Program project is developed in phases; scoping, design/PS&E
(including right of way) and construction. A specific team mission may be limited to a
specific phase or phases of a Highway Construction Program project. The team mission
of any given project team may not attain the ultimate end product of the Highway
Construction Program project as described by the project purpose. For example; the team
assigned to the design/PS&E phase of the project develops a work plan that includes
deliverables such as a contract plans, specifications, and estimate for advertisement.
Consider the U.S. space program beginning in the early sixties and culminating in man’s
landing on the moon in 1969. JFK established a purpose for the nation. The scientists
and engineers developed a series of progressive rocket programs (established a mission)
that in progressive and ever-advancing iterative steps lead to a successful landing on the
moon. You may recall the Mercury program, the Gemini program and finally the Apollo
program that accomplished the purpose and fulfilled the mission.
EXAMPLE OF A PROJECT DESCRIPTION
“To put a man on the moon and bring him safely home. And to accomplish this by the
end of the decade.” John F. Kennedy
EXAMPLE OF A TEAM MISSION/ASSIGNMENT
“Develop and execute a space program that progressively advances the USA
technologically to accomplish a lunar landing.” NASA

What is a “good” purpose statement? What is a “good” mission statement? Purpose and
mission statements are good if they help the team deliver the project.
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Major Milestones
A Major Milestone is a significant event in the project schedule, such as an event
restraining future work or marking the completion of a major deliverable. A schedule
milestone has zero duration. Major Milestones identify specific elements or phases of the
project phase and the dates by which they must be accomplished in order to consider the
project or phase “successful.”
INDOT identifies nineteen Major Milestones for all projects. Twelve of which occur
during the Pre-Construction Phase:


Professional services– Date of concurrence for professional services (e.g.
establish contract with consultant) to commence.



Conduct research and technical studies – Start collecting information on the
project.



Identify and evaluate conceptual solutions – Professional services group issues
conceptual solutions to consider.



Develop feasible alternatives – Narrow the conceptual solutions to options that
are technically and financially feasible.



Identify preferred alternative – By this date the preferred design option will be
selected so design can proceed.



Develop preferred alternative – Stage 1 Design – This is initial detailed design
in the 0-30% stage. A review occurs.



Develop stage 2 detailed design and preliminary right-of-way plans– This is
detailed design during the 31-60% phase. A review occurs.



Environmental Approval – Environmental approval of the design is granted at
this milestone.



Prepare final right-of-way plans – Design drawings of the right-of-way are
prepared by this date.



Develop stage 3 design - This is the 61-90% phase. Design is reviewed at this
stage.



Prepare final design package – Project documents, drawings, specs, and
bidding documents are completed and submitted.



Letting – Date when bids are submitted.



Award – Construction Contract is awarded to bidder.
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Notice to Proceed - Contractor is given notice that construction activities may
commence on this date. This is the date that starts the construction days.



First day of work – The first day that can be charged against the contract



Intermediate completion dates - Certain construction milestone dates may be
required in the contract.



Substantial complete – This is the date when the intended end user has free and
unobstructed use of the facility.



Final Acceptance – This is the date when the contract is accepted by the owner
signifying that all construction activities are completed and approved.

Along with these Major Milestones, and as planning progresses, District/Central
Management may identify additional milestones for the project. Also, the project team
will identify other project and phase-specific milestones that are critical to the success of
the pre-construction and construction phases of the project.

Definition of milestone:
A significant event in the project
schedule, such as an event
restraining future work or marking
the completion of a major deliverable

13

Examples of milestones:
Pre-construction
1. Professional Services
2. Conduct Research and Technical
Studies
3. Identify and Evaluate Conceptual
Solutions
4. Develop Feasible Alternatives
5. Identify Preferred Alternative
14
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Construction
1. Letting
2. Award
3. Notice to Proceed
4. First Day of Work
5. Intermediate Completion Dates
6. Substantial Completion
7. Final Acceptance
17

Steps for reviewing the major milestones for a project:
1. The Project Manager reviews the critical path and/or other information for
specific milestones and dates for accomplishment.
2. The Project Manager reviews the Major Milestones with the project team.
3. The project team reviews the work and the performance conditions of the project
and determines those activities that are critical to the success of the project or
phase.
4. The Project Manager and the project team identify the risks, impacts, and
implications of failure to meet each Major Milestone.
5. The Project Manager reviews the Major Milestones identified with the District/
Central Management: Discuss the implications of failure to meet Major
Milestones and Measures of Success.
6. The Project Manger (or designee) records the Major Milestones.
The Major Milestones previously listed are linked to critical path activities on the project
schedule. The critical path describes the continuous sequence of project activities that
determine the completion date of the project or project phase. Other milestones may be
associated with events that must occur by a certain date, but may not, logically, be on the
critical path that determines the end date of the project.
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Example major milestones
The project team tracks major milestones, which provide an
overview and status to the INDOT Management & Project Team,
state and local government representatives, and the public. The
following is a selection of the major milestones that will apply:
Project Definition Complete
Begin Preliminary Engineering
Environmental Documentation Complete
Right of Way Certification
Advertisement (Ad date)
Bid Opening
Award
Execution
Construction Start
Operationally Complete
Final Contract Completion

6/10/2006
7/5/2006
1/24/2007
1/24/2007
7/2/2007
8/15/2007
8/29/2007
11/1/2007
11/16/2007
4/13/2009
6/23/2009

18

Suggested process for identifying

milestones:

1. Project manager reviews critical path
method schedule for specific milestones
2. Project manager reviews major
milestones with project team
3. Project team determines activities
critical to success
20

4. Project team identifies risks and impacts
of failure to meet milestone dates
5. Project manager reviews major
milestones with district/central
management

21
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Boundaries
Boundaries describe the limits of the project with regard to the project team’s
responsibilities and decision-making authority. They are the physical boundaries; (e.g.,
length of roadway) design improvements from MP to MP, as well as operational
parameters (e.g., funding, legal, and regulatory) delineating the project and its
performance envelope.
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Trade Off Triangle (Triple Constraints Theory)

PROJECT
RISK

SCOPE

Project Managers often talk of a “triple constraint” or “trade off triangle” – project
requirements (scope), project time (schedule), and project costs (budget). Replacing the
project parameters with the tools to manage those parameters gives the “trade off”
triangle of scope, schedule, and budget.
Project quality is affected by balancing these project parameters. High quality projects
deliver the required product, service, or result within scope, on time, and within budget.
The relationship between these parameters is such that if any one of the three parameters
is changed, at least one of the other project parameters is likely to be affected.
So which parameter is most important? This is what the Project Manager and the project
team need to decide and document for project boundaries.
Project managers also manage projects in response to uncertainty. Project risk is an
uncertain event or condition that, if the risk event occurs, has a positive or negative effect
on at least one project parameter.
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Definition of boundaries:
The limits of the project with regard to
project team responsibility and authority
• Physical boundaries
• Operation limitations (funding,
regulatory, legal, etc.)

24

Example boundaries
• Physical project limits are:
o South – 1000 ft. south of intersection between Old US
421 and US 421.
o North – 200ft. North of intersection between Local
Service Road #2 and US 421.
o East – not specific, but east of new US 421 crossover
bridges.
o West – not specific, but west of new US 421 crossover
bridges.
• Design consistent with appropriate jurisdictional (INDOT,
Decatur County) design standard and policies.
• Meet access control requirements for US 421.
Source: INDOT, Project Manage Plan—I 74 and US 421 Interchange
Modification
25

Steps for establishing and reviewing project boundaries:
1. The Project Manager reviews the critical path method analysis and/or other
information for specific limitations on the project and its performance.
2. The Project Manager and project team establish a set of “draft” boundaries for
review and planning.
3. Review the draft boundaries with the District/Central Management:


Validate each “boundary” parameter



Identify which parameters are “fixed” and which are “flexible”
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Determine the acceptable range of variation for those parameters deemed
flexible



Plan for change:
a. Identify notification requirements and thresholds for early or advance
warning when the possibility of exceeding or the need for changing
Project Boundaries is imminent.
b. Identify the approvals needed to exceed or change the Project
Boundaries
c. Define the process to follow in obtaining those approvals

4. The Project Manager (or designee) records the boundaries.
5. The Project Manager and project team review the boundaries with the
District/Central Management and incorporate them into the development of all
project planning.
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Suggested process for
determining boundaries:
1. Review critical path method schedule
data
2. Set “draft” boundaries for project team
to review and plan

26

3. Review draft boundaries with district/
central management
• Validate boundaries
• “Fixed” vs. “flexible” (prioritize,
optimize, accept)
• Acceptable variation ranges
• Plan for change
4. Incorporate boundaries into all
subsequent planning activities
27

Team Identification
Once the Project Description, Project Mission/Assignments, Major Milestones, and
Boundaries have been received from District/Central Management, the Project Manager
identifies the team needed to accomplish the project.
The project team is a designated group of people, including specialty groups, consultants,
contractors, and others, who will collaborate and work together under the direction of the
Project Manager to perform and complete the work of the project.

Steps for Project Team Identification
1. Review the Scope of Work to be performed and managed; and identify the
technical, administrative, and management skills needed to accomplish the work.
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2. Work with specialty groups to identify, schedule, and commit appropriate staff for
the planning and performance stages of the project.
3. Identify the work that will require the services of consultants, and identify the
appropriate consultants to utilize.
4. Based on the staff resources identified for the project, establish, and define the
Project Organization.
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Definition of team member
identification:

Identifying the project delivery team
needed to accomplish the work
assigned.
•Specialty groups
•Consultants
•Contractors
•Others (vendors, etc.)
29

Example : Project Specialty groups

The project team consists of the project manager, design team
members and all specialty groups that need to be involved in the
development of the project. Specialty groups must be involved in
project work planning, schedule development and maintenance, and
endorsement of the work plan.

The following specialty groups could be involved:

Land Survey
Materials
Pavement Design
Public Information Office
Real Estate
District Traffic
Hydraulics
Community Action Group
District Planning

Bridge & Structures
Construction
Program Management
Road Review
Environmental/Permits
Geotechnical Services
Highways & Local LPA
Utilities
Railroads
Planning Central Office
30

Example of a project team:
Consultant

Hydraulics

Project
manager

Pavement
Functional
Design
Manager

Construction

Contractor

31
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Roles and Responsibilities
The definition, and mutual acceptance, of organizational and individual Roles and
Responsibilities delineates “who will do what.” Roles and Responsibilities are defined at
the organizational level, down to the level of each individual on the project team.

Role: A defined function to be performed by a project team member. The team
members’ roles are the specific titles or positions occupied; e.g., team leader, designer,
permit coordinator.

Responsibilities: The duties, assignments, or accountability of results associated with a
designated role in the project organization. The deliverable or product expected of the
team or individual; e.g., hydraulic analyses, schedules.

Steps for Identifying Roles and Responsibilities
1. The Project Manager collaborates with the project team to identify individual
roles to deliver the Team Mission/Assignments.
2. Review each role; determine individual and team responsibilities and the
corresponding authority with each team member
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Definition of roles and
responsibilities:

• “Who will do what?”
• Role: specific title or position
• Responsibilities: expected
deliverable(s) and/or product(s)

37

Example roles and responsibilities
Project Engineer/ Supervisor
• On-site administration of construction contract
• Interpretation & enforcement of Contract Documents
• Measurement & payment of items of work
• Maintain contract records – daily, weekly, monthly reports; material
records; as-built drawings; final construction record; change orders,
etc.
• Direct work of assigned inspectors and assistant engineers

38

Example roles and responsibilities
Project Manager
• Coordinates development of projects from time of programming thru
construction
• Coordinates with designers, utilities, R/W, railroads, LPAs, etc.
• Plans and attends various meetings during project development
• Develops or assists in development of project budget and schedule
• Monitors project schedule and budget throughout life of project,
including construction
• Reviews and recommends solutions to project issues (design,
utilities, R/W, etc.)
• Coordinates work of various groups to produce completed contract
packages, including Planning, Production, Contracts, and
Construction

39
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Project Engineer/ Supervisor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-site administration of construction contract
Interpretation & enforcement of Contract Documents
Measurement & payment of items of work
Maintain contract records – daily, weekly, monthly reports; material records; asbuilt drawings; final construction record; change orders, etc.
Direct work of assigned inspectors and assistant engineers
Communicate directly with contractor’s superintendence and management for all
issues related to the contract
Attends weekly schedule meetings with contractor
Attends partnering meetings
Communicate with INDOT PIO as necessary
Communicate issues and work progress to other INDOT personnel including the
Area Engineer, District Construction Engineer and Project Manager
Refers question of design or scope to AE and Project Manager and provides
recommended solutions
Initiates Change Orders as necessary
Reports to Area Engineer

Area Engineer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directs work of assigner INDOT Project Engineers/ Supervisors
Directs administration of LPA contracts through consultant PE/ S
Attends pre-letting field checks
Review plans and documents for constructability and conformance with Specs
Sets contract time prior to letting
Assists DCE in answering pre-bid questions
Makes determinations of proper interpretation of Contract Documents
Makes decisions on issues related to contract administration
Refers questions of design or scope changes to Project Manager and makes
recommendations for desirable solutions
Assigns PE/ S and inspectors to contracts
Participates in various technical committees and research projects
Attends partnering meetings and scheduling meetings as able
Communicates directly with contractor’s management personnel concerning
contract issues
Schedules pre-final inspections
Reports to District Construction Engineer

District Construction Engineer
•
•
•

Directs all work of the District Construction office including Area Engineers,
Final Review, EEO, Administration Assistant, etc.
Reviews plans for letting and answers pre-bid questions
Reviews District needs for construction personnel and requests supplemental
consultant services as needed
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•
•
•
•

Makes decisions on contract issues within the District
Performs Pre-Final Inspections and writes Final Acceptance letters
Reviews and approves Change Orders/ Time Extensions or recommends approval
to SCE
Reports to District Highway Ops Director

Project Manager
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinates development of projects from time of programming thru construction
Coordinates with designers, utilities, R/W, railroads, LPAs, etc.
Plans and attends various meetings during project development
Develops or assists in development of project budget and schedule
Monitors project schedule and budget throughout life of project, including
construction
Reviews and recommends solutions to project issues (design, utilities, R/W, etc.)
Coordinates work of various groups to produce completed contract packages,
including Planning, Production, Contracts, and Construction
Provides project updates to various divisions and offices as needed, including the
Executive Staff
Provides assistance to Construction post-letting in interpretation of intent of
project
Reviews requests for changes to design or scope of contracts and makes
recommendations to appropriate construction personnel
Communicates directly with all personnel associated with the project to
understand and coordinate work to achieve desired results for INDOT
Attends partnering meetings
Reports to Office of Project Management at Central Office or Production Director
at District.
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Operating Guidelines
Team Operating Guidelines describe how the project team will govern itself. They
identify the functions most commonly performed by the team and guidelines to steer it
within those functions.
In addition to using INDOT’s Meeting Ground Rules, the project team may develop some or all of
the following guidelines:



Team Decision-Making Process



Team Meetings (structure, frequency, etc.)



Communication (methods, uses, frequency, protocols, etc.)



Team Performance Measures



Team Issues and Conflicts Management
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Definition of operating guidelines:
Processes and rules the team will use to
maintain cohesiveness and
effectiveness
• Team decision-making process
• Team meetings
• Communication
• Team performance measures
• Team issues and conflict resolution
45

Use INDOT Meeting Ground

Rules

46

Example operating guidelines
• Team decision-making process
○ Voice and respect each other’s opinions
○ Resolve conflicts
○ Early & continued involvement of key players (internal and
external
• Team meetings (frequency, who should attend, etc.)
○ Team will meet monthly to review project status, progress
and manage change
• Communication (methods, frequency, chain of command, etc.)
○ Refer to Communication Plan
• Manage team change
○ Communicate change in a timely manner

47
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Measures of Success
Measures of Success define the most important things the team should accomplish to
fulfill its mission and achieve success. The measures of success are tied to the project
purpose and team mission. Measures of success are measured incrementally “along the
way,” not just at project completion. This allows the project to get “back on track” if
needed.
Critical success factors describe what the project team must accomplish to fulfill its
mission and to achieve project success.
Measures of Success are the “indicators” or “metrics” used to assess progress toward the
accomplishment of critical success factors and are reviewed at regular intervals
throughout the project.

Steps for developing Measures of Success
1. Identify the critical success factors of the project phase. (e.g., environmental
documentation complete, budgetary limitations met, etc.)
2. Review the list of critical success factors with District/Central Management.
3. The Project Manager and project team identify corresponding Measures of
Success.
4. Define the specific indicators, signals, threshold values, etc., that will be
monitored and reported.
5. The Project Manager or designee documents Measures of Success .
6. Develop specific methods and assignments for monitoring and reporting the
Measures of Success.
7. Review the Measures of Success with District/Central Management and the
project team.

Definition of measures of
success:

Indicators or metrics used to
assess progress – reviewed at
regular intervals during the
project.
1. Clear Scope and Schedule
2. Open Communication
3. Community Awareness Plan
4. Manage Resources
5. Manage Good News
49
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Example measures of success
What the team must accomplish for this project to be successful:
• A clearly defined product (Ad ready PS&E, R/W certification and
permits), scope, schedule, and manage change effectively.
• Maintain open, effective and timely communication within the
team, with sponsors, other agencies, stakeholders, and the
public.
• Conduct timely and meaningful public involvement as identified
in the communication plan.
• Understand all our stakeholders’ needs and concerns, mediating
issues to an acceptable conclusion.
• Gathered stakeholder needs and concerns are through
interviews: tabulate, evaluate, and address prior to the Design
Hearing.
• We effectively manage our resources, including funding, by
comparing and reporting work order expenditures to the planned
budget.
• Regularly recognize and celebrate accomplishments and
successes.

50
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Summary
Aligning to common goals helps the project team form a cohesive, effective unit. It
builds a foundation of cooperation where team members are comfortable communicating
with one another and working together. The Team Mission/Assignments statements align
the team… and help maintain alignment as the work progresses.
Teams must not only be built but also sustained. Each team member brings knowledge,
skills, attitudes and interests strive to maintain focus and team alignment throughout the
project. For successful project delivery, the participants must conduct their efforts in a
coordinated and complementary manner. The most important function of this first step is
to establish communication with the people who will develop and deliver the project.
What is the most important skill set of a Project Manager?
Communication! It is integral to everything the Project Manager does.
Remember, the project management process is scalable, and should be tailored to fit the
project by the project manager and team. A Project Management Plan is as simple or as
complex as the team makes it. The work plan and work planning effort should be
commensurate with the needs of the team and the project.
The project team is more than just the assigned designer and CADD operator –it is the
deliberate establishment of a multi-disciplinary team – an “extended” or “hybrid” team –
including appropriate representation from all key specialty groups as well as the project
sponsor(s) and/or customer(s). All parties need to be represented and involved in order to
obtain their endorsement and commitment to accomplish the work plan and deliver the
project. This does not mean that all team members must participate in every team
meeting or project work session.
Do not be trapped by current ways of thinking or limited by the way we’ve always done
it before… for example at the very same time the pony express was trying to deliver mail
faster by getting speedier horses and moving stations closer together, someone else was
inventing the telegraph.
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A project’s success depends on care
in initiating and aligning the team

Team performance levels

Planning
Excelling

Award of
excellence

Endorsement

Performing
Norming

Managing change,
measuring performance &
developing/sustaining team

Execution
Individuals that excel
in their teamwork

Work
planning

Individuals that agree
to work as a team

Initiate
& align

Good!

Storming
Group of individuals mostly
doing their own thing

Forming

?

Time
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I-74 Purpose and Mission Exercise
Each team is accountable to develop an Initiate and Align Worksheet for the I-74 and US
421 Interchange Improvements project. The “Initiate the Project information” located in
Appendix D.
Goal: Based on the assigned roles, develop an Initiate and Align Worksheet that
documents the following:


Project Description



Team Mission/Assignment



Major Milestones



Boundaries



Team Identification



Roles and Responsibilities



Operating Guidelines



Measures of Success

Schedule: 20 minutes
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What do Geese instinctively know?

A Flock of Geese
Each of us is strong, talented and capable. However a group of strong, talented
individuals become capable in the extreme if they function as a unified team.
Geese in flight are like teams in formation united by a purpose, aligned toward a common
goal and working together -achieve the mission. Each has individuality yet they put the
team before themselves. Geese in flight support their team the way the team and each
member needs support. Completing the mission and realizing the purpose requires it.
When are geese at their best? When working as a team on their great migrations. The
term for a flock of geese in flight is “skein”. This is an interesting word, there are several
definitions for the word skein but two are very applicable to us. A skein is a flock of
geese flying in the “V” (victory) formation, they never let each other down, they never
give up until they reach their goal. Skein also means a series of similar or interrelated
things: such as a skein of completed projects delivered on time, on budget and of superb
quality.
Team success depends on each member committing to the purpose: are you going to
be the “silly” goose that doesn’t know what to do because of lack of communication,
refusing to contribute to the discussion or not actively listening? Are you going to be the
goose that let’s down the rest of the team?
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Geese working together

Have you ever noticed how geese fly in a “V” formation? Did you notice there are no
geese drafting lazily in the middle? That’s because the others won’t allow it. Those who
give their best to the team get the whole team behind them and achieve success. Did you
know that if a goose in flight becomes wounded or ill and has to land one of the others
goes with him to care for and comfort him until he can rejoin his team. That’s what
having team behind you can do. That is something you can never do on your own.
Do you know why geese fly in a “V” formation? It is very effective; geese in formation
can fly 70% farther than a lone goose. Migrating geese fly at extremely high altitudes for
sustained periods at speeds ranging from 40-60 mph. A lone goose, not working with a
team, tires and stops to rest, it may be eaten by a fox, or fly too low and wind up in a
goose hunter’s cook pot in Kennewick. When the geese are at their optimum altitude
even the hunters can’t get them. A team flies higher, farther, and faster than an
individual.
The “V” Formation provides the ability to cooperate and communicate; it is also the
epitome of a team in alignment. The toughest place to fly is up front, the lead goose in
the team, so they take turns leading, each leader bringing special skills to share with the
team.
Consider how this works in project delivery with a project team. At different times,
during the project, various elements assume prominent roles “leading” the effort.
Sometimes we need the environmental to play a more prominent role, other times it may
be design, utilities, real estate services, traffic, or others to take the lead, blazing the trail
at the front. As these changes occur during the project, the team continues forward.
Initiating and aligning the team establishes an atmosphere conducive to cooperation and
an environment that promotes a positive attitude. It is the attitude of the team members
that holds the team together and the purpose helps maintain team alignment and focus
throughout the project.
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Ask yourselves at the beginning of each project your level of commitment to the team.
When tempted to whine or complain, or speak or act in a way that brings down the
attitude (and altitude) of the team recall these things: “the team needs my help”, “I’m
here”, “I’m ready”, “you can count on me”, then cheer your team on, honking
encouragement just like the geese do when they fly over 5,000 miles twice a year.
Be aligned and united in purpose as a team, with a clear purpose and mission. Depend on
one another; Support one another. Communicate and encourage one another (honking
encouragement in flight). Share leadership as appropriate and use the unique strengths of
each other. Deal with and adjust to changing conditions (just as geese adjust to wind,
darkness, etc.). Establish milestones along the route (geese use lakes and fields where
they rest and refresh)
Establish a work plan that includes scope, schedule and budget
 Scope = migration start and finish points.
 Schedule = time to begin and time to complete
 Budget = we use money geese use food and water along the way, their
energy reserves
 Work plan = the migration route and scope, schedule, and budget
elements of their journey: resources have been assigned; roles and
responsibilities are known; each team member is committed and
contributes and offers encouragement along the way; completion of
the project brings rewards and recognition.

Teams
As stated earlier, the project management process is a scalable process that can be
tailored by the team to suit the needs of their project. But what about the team is it
scalable? Can the size of the team be scaled to best suit the project? Yes, according to
Glenn M. Parker, author of “Cross-Functional Teams” the following are worth
consideration:
 = Increase

 = Decrease

Think about the following as the size of a team increases:
1.
2.
3.

 Team size =  Productivity
 Team size =  Accountability
 Team size =  Participation/Trust

But there is an allure of larger teams. Some potential benefits (perceived or actual) of
larger teams include:
4.
5.
6.

 Team size =  Ideas
 Team size =  Importance of Project
 Team size =  On the job training opportunities
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Limit Team Size
Do the right thing – “right-size” the team for your project. Teams are always free to
invite subject-matter experts to assist as the need arises.
Use the Core Team Approach
Core teams typically include 5 to 8 members. The core team provides leadership and
key decision-making, but meets regularly with their respective functional groups to
ensure work conforms to quality standards, and meets schedule and budget.
Dividing into Subgroups
When teams are large, skillful use of subcommittees achieve the advantages of small
groups. In this model the full team may meet monthly (or every other month, or
quarterly as the team deems appropriate) and the subcommittees provide status
reports at these full team meetings. The small groups meet weekly and continue to do
the work between the large full team meetings.
Ultimately it is up to your team and the nature of your project as to how to best size your
team and strategize involvement of all appropriate parties so as not to offend either allies
or enemies. The only limitation is the imagination of the team.
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2
Step

Plan the Work
Failing to plan is planning to fail

roper work planning is art and science. It requires a blend of engineering and
imagination. Predicting time, resources, risk, and possible change. Building a
quality work plan requires skill in both the “soft” skills and “hard” skills of our
business. Communication makes this happen.

P

Plan the work is the portion of the project management process that produces the Project
Management Plan(PMP). The (PMP) describes both the Project Performance Baseline –
the project deliverables and the schedule and budget plans for delivering them – and the
project management methods that will be used by the project team during their delivery.
The detailed planning needed to establish a PMP begins during the Step 1 Initiate and
Align process and continues throughout the remainder of the project. Not all PMPs are
the same; the size and complexity of the PMP depends on the project and the project
team.

Project Performance Baseline
The Project Performance Baseline documents the project team’s detailed planning for the
performance of the project within the scope, schedule, and budget parameters established
by District/Central Office. The baseline identifies all of the deliverables to be produced,
the sequences and schedule for their production, and the budgets allocated for their
performance.
The baseline is simply the original plan plus any approved changes. As the plan changes
the baseline must be reviewed, updated, and endorsed. Documenting how the plan has
progressed and changed over time is essential for two reasons. First, updating the PMP
and sharing it with project participants keeps everyone informed- enables everyone to “be
on the same page.” Second, updating the PMP produces an accurate history of how the
project actually progressed thus providing a valuable reference document to be used as a
guide for the planning of future similar projects.

Establish Project Management Plans
The development of performance plans for critical project management processes
provides the project team with procedures and tools to direct their performance and
confirms the project team’s commitment to performance within District and Central
Office management methods and requirements.
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Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
“Project scope management includes the processes required to ensure that the project
includes all the work required, and only the work required, to complete the project
successfully.” (PMBOK, Third Edition). The first step in Plan the Work is to develop the
Work Breakdown Structure(WBS), which identifies and describes all of the project
deliverables.
Development of the WBS requires collaboration by the entire project team; the team
includes the design team, specialty groups (Traffic, Environmental, Right-of-Way, etc.),
and any others who have a role in the project’s development and delivery. Typically the
WBS is in chart format and includes progressively detailed levels of information,
beginning with the top level deliverable of the project as the first and highest level. The
WBS is used as an input to create the schedule, verify the budget, to create activity lists,
and to define all of the work that will be done on the project. If an item is not in the
WBS, it is not part of the project scope of work.
INDOT’s standardized Project Development Process (PDP), is a starting point for
developing a project specific WBS. The PDP is a comprehensive list that identifies
project phases, work processes, and deliverables. The INDOT PDP is shown in
Appendix B.
Communication in project delivery is more than transmitting random words, thoughts and
pictures but involves sending, receiving and disseminating useful information. The PDP
is one of the many products available for statewide use. It provides a common identifier
for deliverables and the opportunity to identify the required time and resources to
produce a work product. The PDP provides a common language and consistent
terminology for project communication.
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Recall the “smart way” to do a
project twice:

• Plan the work
• Work the plan

2

The work breakdown structure (WBS)
identifies tasks needed to produce

deliverables
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Project Development Process(PDP)
The Project Development Process(PDP) provides a list of tasks that are typical of
INDOT projects. Obviously not every project will produce every deliverable, in fact
most projects will provide just a portion of the deliverables that are on the list. The PDP
is only the starting point for defining the deliverables and building a project specific
WBS.
The PDP, shared by all the Districts, provides consistent terminology for project
communication. In the past one project team might use the term “Storm Water Plan” and
another team “Storm Water Design,” even though they meant the same thing to the
project teams. A common language is crucial for PDP to be effective.
In addition, the PDP simplifies development of the WBS for a project. In the planning
process the project team looks at the PDP and determines which deliverables their project
requires and simply eliminates the rest. Note that each deliverable already has a specific
identification number and formal name. To enhance communication, use the PDP
numbers and names as provided on the PDP.
Once the deliverables are determined there is great flexibility on creating the rest of the
WBS. Each deliverable will require some activities (tasks) needed in order to produce it.
The PDP provides the freedom to do this as preferred by the team.
Reminder – We are building the PMP to take us from our existing state to the realization
of the project description. Keep the project description and team mission/assignment in
mind throughout the development of the project.

Using the PDP
Using the PDP is simply a process of contraction and expansion. Eliminate the processes
and deliverables that you do not need for your project. Then build upon this by
identifying the tasks required to accomplish the deliverable. The PDP can be reorganized
as the team desires.
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Use of the Project Development
Process (PDP):
• Enables project manager to start with
a list of potential tasks for a project in
consistent terminology
• Determine which tasks are needed
and how to assemble them
• Build a project work breakdown
structure (WBS) - like a fine running
machine
7
7

Edit the PDP to fit your project

8
8
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Task Planning and Scheduling
Use the project-specific WBS to develop “manageable” tasks and put them into a time
phase format.

Steps for Task Planning and Scheduling
1. Review the deliverables identified in the project specific WBS and establish the
logical sequence within their work categories or processes.
2. Define the task(s) for each deliverable; what activities will take place?
3. Establish durations and task dependencies:
•

Estimate durations for each task.

•

Identify all precedence relationships between dependent tasks.

•

Review each task dependency and determine if lead/lag times are required,
and enter them.

•

Review the schedule, dates, and major milestones for appropriateness.

4. Assign resources and/or estimated costs to the tasks (generic resources are a
minimum).
•

Identify the estimated effort needed for the assigned resource.

•

Identify any constraints associated with the assigned resource. Resource
constraints may include things like: availability of staff, experience of staff
and complexity of the task.
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Task planning and scheduling

terminology
Task

Milestone

Deliverable

Activity

Event

Measurable

Finite duration

Identifiable
point

Tangible

Defined start &
finish
Assignable
A deliverable
upon
completion

Completion
of a major
deliverable or
set of tasks

Work
product

10

/INDOTPMProcessStep229Aug06

Suggested process for task
planning and scheduling:
• Define the tasks
• Estimate durations
• Identify dependencies
• Assign resources
• Determine constraints
• Estimate costs
/INDOTPMProcessStep229Aug06

11

More on Scheduling
The next step is to look at the logic or the order in which the work must be performed.
This is known as a flowchart or network diagram using the activity on node structure. It
is generally the preferred method for representing the tasks, their dependencies, and the
sequence.
Using the completed network diagram and task durations you can build the project
schedule. Gantt or bar charts are graphic displays of schedule related information,
typically having a calendar along the horizontal axis. Gantt charts can show percentage
complete and are considered to be a good tool to communicate with management.
The critical path is a sequence of events that affect each other on the project from start to
finish. These paths are used to identify areas of high risk on a project. Generally, the
longest path through the schedule is the critical path.
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Include the entire project team in schedule development. Organizations that consist of
multiple divisions and functional work areas, such as INDOT, need to have a clear
understanding of what is required for tasks and what each group is responsible for. Task
relationships linking functional work groups are often not emphasized strongly enough.

Want to know more about project scheduling?
Attend the Project Scheduling course
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Consider constructing a flow chart
(also called a network diagram)
Task
identifier

C

A

F

D
STOP

START

G
B

H

E
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Consider preparing a Gantt (bar) chart

/INDOTPMProcessStep213Aug06
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Budget
Validate the programmed project budget in the Capital Project Management System
(CPMS) through comparison with specific project planning.

Steps for Validating the Project Budget
1. Compare the estimated project costs from the resource-loaded schedule to the
programmed project budget.
2. Identify any variances between project estimated costs and programmed budget,
including their sources (scope elements, resource costs, etc.).
3. Review and reconcile all budget differences with District/Central Office
Management.
4. Based on reconciled project budgets and the performance baseline schedule,
develop the project aging report.
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Definition of budget
Authorized allocation of funds
for an entire project
or
the authorized funds
for a project component
or
the authorized funds
for a part of a project
/INDOTPMProcessStep229Aug06
/INDOTPMProcessStep229Aug06
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Budget
page, used
to indicate
estimated
costs.

16

Risk Planning
Risk as defined by the Project Management Institute (PMI) is “An uncertain event or
condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on a project’s objectives”.
Risk planning is the systematic process of deciding how to approach, plan, and execute
activities throughout the life of a project. It is intended to maximize the beneficial
outcome of the opportunities and minimize or eliminate the consequences of adverse risk
events.
Risk planning is an important aspect of the PMP. It involves the entire project team,
begins early in the project planning process, and is an iterative process that takes place
along with WBS development, task planning and scheduling, and validation of the project
budget.
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Risk definitions
• Risk: An uncertain event or condition
that, if it occurs, has a positive or
negative effect on a project’s
objectives
• Risk response planning: The process
of developing options and actions to
enhance opportunities and to reduce
threats to project objectives
Source: PMBOK, 2004
/INDOTPMProcessStep229Aug06
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• Triggers: Indications that a risk has
occurred or is about to occur
• Risk mitigation: A risk response
planning technique associated with
threats that seeks to reduce the
probability of occurrence of impact
of a risk to below an acceptable
threshold

Source: PMBOK, 2004
/INDOTPMProcessStep229Aug06
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Steps for Risk Planning
1. Determine the required level of risk analysis and management.
•

Review the project: location, size, participants, type of work involved,
general “risks” involved and their consequences, previous experience, etc.

•

Work with District/Central Office management to determine the risk
factors to be considered, the risk tolerance levels/thresholds to be used,
and risk reporting and visibility requirements.

•

Communicate the level of risk analysis and management to the project
team.

2. Identify risk events that might affect the project and document their
characteristics.
3. Qualitative risk analysis assesses the impact and likelihood of the identified risks
and develops prioritized lists of these risks for further analysis or direct
mitigation.
4. Quantitative risk analysis is a way of numerically estimating the probability that a
project will meet its cost and time objectives. Quantitative analysis is based on a
simultaneous evaluation of the impacts of all identified and quantified risks.
5. Risk response planning is the process of developing options and determining
actions to enhance opportunities and reduce threats to the projects objectives. It
identifies and assigns parties to take responsibility for each risk response. This
process ensures that each risk requiring a response has an “owner”.
6. Risk monitoring and control tracks identified risks, monitors residual risks, and
identifies new risks - ensuring the execution of risk plans, and evaluating their
effectiveness in reducing risk. Risk monitoring and control is an ongoing process
for the life of the project.

Risk Response Strategies
The project manager and the project team identify which strategy is best for each risk,
and then design specific actions to implement that strategy. Risk strategies include:
•

Avoidance: The team adjusts the project plan to eliminate the risk or to
protect the project objectives from its impact. The team might achieve this by
changing scope, adding time, or adding resources, while maintaining the
balance of scope-schedule-budget.
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•

Transference: The team transfers the consequence of a risk to a third party
together with ownership of the response. Transferring the risk gives another
party responsibility for the management of the risk; it does not eliminate it.

•

Mitigation: The team seeks to reduce the probability and/or consequences of
a risk event to an acceptable threshold. Taking early action to reduce the
probability of a risk’s occurring or its impact on the project is more effective
than trying to repair the consequences after it has occurred. Mitigation costs
should be appropriate, given the probability of the risk and its consequences.

•

Acceptance: The project manager and the project team decide not to change
the project plan to deal with a risk, or cannot identify a suitable response
action. A contingency plan may be developed or no action may be taken,
leaving the project team to deal with the risk as it occurs.

Risk Factors
INDOT has developed a list of risk factors by category. This list identifies what to
consider when evaluating risks.

Technical Risks
● Design incomplete
● Right-of-Way analysis in error
● Environmental analysis incomplete or in error
● Unexpected geotechnical issues
● Change requests because of errors
● Inaccurate assumptions on technical issues in planning stage
● Surveys late and/or surveys in error
● Materials/geotechnical/foundation in error
● Structural designs incomplete or in error
● Hazardous waste site analysis incomplete or in error
● Need for design exceptions
● Consultant design not up to Department standards
● Context sensitive solutions
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● Fact sheet requirements (exceptions to standards)
● Topography, roadway design factors
● Others

External Risks
● Landowners unwilling to sell
● Priorities change on existing program
● Inconsistent cost, time, scope, and quality objectives
● Local communities pose objections
● Funding changes for fiscal year
● Political factors change
● Stakeholders request late changes
● New stakeholders emerge and demand new work
● Influential stakeholders request additional needs to serve their own commercial
purposes
● Threat of lawsuits
● Stakeholders choose time and/or cost over quality
● Others

Environmental Risks
● Permits or agency actions delayed or take longer than expected
● New information required for permits
● Environmental regulations change
● Water quality regulation changes
● Reviewing agency requires higher-level review than assumed
● Lack of specialized staff (biology, anthropology, archeology, etc.)
● Historic site, endangered species, wetlands present
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● EIS required
● Controversy on environmental grounds expected
● Environmental analysis on new alignments is required
● Formal NEPA/404 consultation is required
● Section 106 issues expected
● Project in an area of high sensitivity for paleontology
● Section 4(f) resources affected
● Project on a Scenic Highway
● Project in a floodplain or a regulatory floodway
● Project does not conform to the state implementation plan for air quality at the
program and plan level
● Water quality issues
● Negative community impacts expected
● Hazardous waste preliminary site investigation required
● Growth inducement issues
● Cumulative impact issues
● Pressure to compress the environmental schedule
● Cultural resources (parklands historic and archeological resources)
● Endangered and threatened species
● Hazardous waste
● Noise and vibration
● Wetlands
● Others
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Organizational Risks
● Inexperienced staff assigned
● Losing critical staff at crucial point of the project
● Insufficient time to plan
● Unanticipated project manager workload
● Internal “red tape” causes delay getting approvals, decisions
● Functional units not available, overloaded
● Lack of understanding of complex internal funding procedures
● Not enough time to plan
● Priorities change on existing program
● New priority project inserted into program
● Inconsistent cost, time, scope and quality objectives
● Others

Project Management Risks
● Project purpose and need is poorly defined
● Project scope definition is poor or incomplete
● Project scope, schedule, objectives, cost, and deliverables are not clearly defined
or understood
● No control over staff priorities
● Too many projects
● Consultant or contractor delay
● Estimating and/or scheduling errors
● Unplanned work that must be accommodated
● Communication breakdown with project team
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● Pressure to deliver project on an accelerated schedule
● Lack of coordination/communication
● Lack of upper management support
● Change in key staffing throughout the project
● Inexperienced workforce/inadequate staff/resource availability
● Local agency issues
● Public awareness/support
● Agreements

Right of Way Risks
● Utility relocation may not happen on time
● Freeway agreements
● Railroad involvements
● Objections to Right of Way appraisal takes more time and/or money
● Others

Construction Risks
● Inaccurate contract time estimates
● Permit work windows
● Utility
● Surveys
● Buried man-made objects/unidentified hazardous waste
● Utility locations (underground and overhead)
● Major drainage issues (floodways and flood plain)
● Location of railroads and facilities
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● Location of airports
● Historic landslide areas
● Location of cemeteries
● Others

Regulatory Risks
● Water quality regulations change
● New permits or new information required

Risk Assessment Tools
A variety of tools exist for assessing risk, most involve some consideration of the impact
of the risk and the probability that it will occur. Some of the many assessment tools
include:

Risk Interview
Interviews are used to determine the probability and consequences of risks on
project objectives. A risk interview with project stakeholders and subject-matter
experts may be the first step in quantifying risks.

Decision Tree Analysis
The decision tree is a diagram that describes a decision under consideration and
the implications of choosing one or another of the available alternatives. It
incorporates probabilities of risks and the costs or rewards of each logical path of
events and future decisions.

Probability – Impact Matrix
A common way to determine whether a risk is considered low, moderate, or high
is by combining the two dimensions of risk, its probability of occurrence, and its
impact on objectives if it occurs.
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Four possible ways to address an

identified risk
Avoidance

Transference
Mitigation
Acceptance

Get-R-Done!
21

Tools for identifying and
assessing risks
Interview
stakeholders and
subject matter
experts
Perform
decision tree
analysis
Create probability
and impact matrix
22
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Method for conducting a basic

risk analysis

• Assemble project team
• Give each person
“sticky” notes
• Brainstorm risks and write
on “sticky notes”
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Probability
High

• Create
axes

Medium
Low

Impact
Low

Medium

High

• Place “sticky notes”
• Select high impact-high probability
risks for most scoping and monitoring
24

Probability

Use of colors to rate risks
Green

Red

Green

Yellow

Low

High

High

Low
Identified
Risk

Impact
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Communication Plan
Communication is defined as a process through which information is exchanged among
persons using a common system of symbols, signs, and behaviors.
Change management, risk planning, quality management, and transition & closure all
address communication requirements. For example, one step in the change management
process is to “communicate the change”. This does not mean an individual
communication plan is not needed; there are still elements of communication that have
not been addressed and should be documented separately. The project communication
plan should compliment the plans previously mentioned.
Take an imaginary ride in a hot air balloon, as we rise we see specialty offices, and we
see other people we will interact with in order to deliver the project. We see the “big
picture” – customers, agencies, and specialty groups. This is helpful during work
planning. We recognize relationships that need to be established and maintained in order
to work effectively.

INDOT’s Communication Plan
A communications plan is important for projects that impact the local community or
businesses, are of potential interest to the media, and where there are political
stakeholders. The figure below sets out basic guidelines for managing communications in
each of these areas.
Guidelines for Managing Communications
Audience
Local
and

Communications Guidelines

Community ● Identify project impacts of concern to local community and
business groups

Business Groups

● Communicate frequently and timely on the status of the
project and associated impacts (community meetings,
informational newssheets)
● Demonstrate sincere empathy and understanding on adverse
impacts.
● Mitigate
adverse
impacts
(limit
construction
at
nights/weekends, provide temporary signage where access to
business is impacted during construction).

Media

● Limit media contact to designated Agency personnel.
● Require contractors to refer all media comment to the
Agency.
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● Establish the Agency’s position and message on project
issues.
● Address media questions so as to communicate the Agency’s
message.
● Cultivate the media to present positive news on project
events.
● Above all else make certain a political stakeholder is not
taken by surprise by a project event, good or bad.

Political
Stakeholders

● Regularly brief political stakeholders on project events and
issues.
● Discuss project issues with political stakeholders before they
have to comment or decide on them in public such as at a
board meeting or media interview.
● Include political stakeholders in project milestone events so
that their support and contributions can be recognized.

Although communications management is usually thought of as managing damage
control when bad things happen, communications management also manages good news
on the project such as:
● Announcing the project to promote its benefits
● Holding milestone events to celebrate progress such as:
°

Unveiling the design of a new facility

°

A groundbreaking to mark the start of construction

°

Inaugurating the start-up of a completed facility.

● Publicizing any awards or industry recognition achieved by the project or the
project team.
Public participation is an important element of all INDOT projects, from planning and
PD&E through design and construction. During planning and PD&E the emphasis is on
participation in the decision-making process concerning the need for a project and its
basic concepts. In the design phase, the emphasis changes to one of informing the public
of the project. People are much more likely to tolerate the inconvenience of a
construction project if they understand the need for the work and have good information
about the project. Therefore, the emphasis during the design and construction phases is
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on communicating with the community. During design there are also opportunities to
work out details of the project in an effort to minimize negative impacts.
Each design project should have a Community Awareness Plan (CAP) that will carry
forward into the construction phase. This plan can be part of the consultant scope of
services or it can be developed by the INDOT PM. The CAP should explain the activities
that will take place to keep the community informed of the project and to minimize
negative impacts. The scope and complexity of a CAP will vary according to the
community concern that is expected about a project. Projects can be grouped into one of
four levels of public concern that they are likely to generate.

● Level 1.

Project is not controversial, causes negligible access impacts and
traffic disruption. Examples are work outside the roadway, simple
rural resurfacing, some signal work, pavement markings, bridge
and other maintenance.

● Level 2.

Project has general public acceptance, little impact on access and
reasonable degree of traffic disruption. Examples are urban
resurfacing, bridge repairs and median revisions (not access
control) that require lane closures.

● Level 3.

Project is controversial, will significantly impact traffic flow or
will adversely affect access to properties (temporary or
permanent). Examples are parking removal, median opening
closures, traffic signal removal, roadway widening, major
reconstruction and projects requiring a detour.

● Level 4.

Project involves interstate work including maintenance work, road
widening, temporary ramp closures, construction of new
interchanges and major reconstruction. All projects that require
total closure (either temporary or permanent) of roadways, bridges
or railroad crossings.

Phase I of plan development is the most important for CAP activities. Decisions affecting
access management, Maintenance of Traffic (MOT), possible interruptions of utility
service and drainage are almost always of concern to the public. The PM must have a
good understanding of the impacts on the community and the concerns and needs of the
public. Changes in vertical alignment are likely to create access problems during
construction. Drainage during construction can also be affected.
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A CAP should, as a minimum, include the following:
● Date of the plan and each revision.
● Name of person initiating the plan.
● A description of the project and anticipated level of public concern.
● Identification of city, county and other local officials that may be involved in
the project and how they will be kept informed of project activities.
● A summary of expected traffic impacts during construction.
● A description of the community and properties affected by the project.
● A discussion of removal of street parking (if any) and how it will affect
adjacent properties and businesses.
● Special features and amenities that will be included in the project, including
landscaping and esthetic treatments.
● Construction schedule, contract time and consideration for alternative
contracting methods.
● A list of known community concerns and a strategy for addressing each of
them. The PD&E Report will be a good place to begin this list.
● A list of all PD&E and right of way commitments made to the public and how
they are to be addressed.
● A plan for news media relations (for Level 4 and possibly Level 3 projects),
developed in cooperation with the district Public Information Office. A public
information campaign may be appropriate for very large projects.

The media can be of great assistance to the Department in encouraging citizen input and
keeping the public informed about a project. Project Managers should work with their
district PIO to develop and implement a CAP.
Increasingly, organizations use project teams to work across space, time, and
organizational boundaries, linked by webs of communication technologies. Such teams,
often widely dispersed, do not have the benefit of informal communication that occurs
daily when teams are in the same office.
The project team and manager must pro-actively and effectively use the communication
plan and available technologies to ensure project information is getting to the right people
at the appropriate time and manner.
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Effective communication is vital to the success of a project. When a breakdown in
communication occurs, disaster may follow. Typical communication patterns or channels
are shown on the slide to the right. Most project managers communicate laterally, where
line managers communicate vertically downward to subordinates.
See Appendix C for a copy of the INDOT Communication Plan.

Definition of communication:
A process
through which information is exchanged
among persons
using a common system
of symbols, signs, and behaviors

Source: PMBOK, 2004
29

Communicate internally and

externally

Team
Member
Team
Member

Public/
consultants/
contractors/
vendors

Project
Manager

Team
Member
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Perception barriers can occur because individuals can view the same message in different
ways. Factors influencing perception include the individual’s knowledge, experience, and
abilities. Clearly defining terms or using words that have precise meaning can minimize
perception problems. For example, what does the acronym PMP mean to you?
Personal likes and dislikes can affect communication; people tend to turn a deaf ear to
boring topics. How often have you been in a meeting that has gone off on another subject
and “tuned out”? Attitudes, emotions, and prejudices also warp our sense of
interpretation.
Communication channels refer to how many paths of communication can exist on a
project. Because the project manager needs to manage and be in control of project
communications, it is important to understand that adding a single person on a project can
have a significant impact on the number of paths or channels of communication that exist
between people.

Channels = n(n-1)/2
Where n = number of people
Keep all elements of the PMP in mind during development and implementation of the
Communication Plan. During Work the Plan, it is essential to communicate change or
risk events that impact the quality of the scope, schedule, and/or budget.
Using each of the individual plans within the PMP as standing agenda items will ensure
open communication and action(s) taken at the appropriate time.
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When two people are involved in
a project, there is only one line
of communication
n=2
n(n-1)/2=1

31

Five people on a project result in
10 lines of communication or
miscommunication

n=5
n(n-1)/2=
10

32

14 people on a project team results
in 91 lines of communication
Util. Plan.
R/W

Envir.
Bridge

Traf.

n=14
n(n-1)/2=
91

Maint.

PIO

Land.

Prg Mg
Rail

Survey

Hyd.

Consul.
33
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Communication
complexity
increases
“exponentially”
with the number
of participants

100

50

Lines
of
communication

5 10 15

No. of
people on
project
team

34

What you send is not
necessarily what they get
Your

You, the
Project
Manager

Message
Them

35

Fatal assumptions

when we send a message:
They received it
They understand
They agree
They care
They will act
Source: Adapted from Clark and Crossland, 2002, p. 6
36
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Change Management
Successful project delivery requires to be prepared for potential change. A common
tendency is to deny that change is occurring until it becomes overwhelming. A Change
Management Plan (CMP) provides the roadmap for decision making when change
occurs. Since it is not possible to foresee all potential changes, a project manager plans
how change will be addressed when encountered.
The INDOT Change Management Plan is in Appendix C.

Steps for Change Management Planning
Develop a plan for identifying, quantifying, approving, and reporting changes to the
Project Performance Baseline – scope, schedule, and budget.
1. Establish, define, and document the Project Performance Baseline components
representing scope, schedule, and budget:
•

Project WBS

•

Project baseline schedule

•

Project Budget

•

Prior adjustments to the baseline

•

Depending on the project, define certain elements that document site and
performance conditions, limits of work, geotechnical or other physical
characteristics, periods of work, or other performance constraints, etc.

For each component of the baseline, identify the specific project thresholds that
trigger the formal change management process.
2. Develop and document project specific processes and instructions for the change
management process.
•

Identify, report, and track potential change issues.

•

Team and individual responsibilities for identifying and reporting all
potential change issues.

•

Establish and use a single change issue tracking and management log.

•

Work with District/Central Office management to establish change
reporting thresholds and levels of authority.

•

Review risks and risk response strategies and recovery plans.

•

Identify approval and commitment requirements for changes to the Project
Performance Baseline.

•

Update the Project Performance Baseline.
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•

Develop guidance for documentation and incorporation of change in
design or other product records.

3. Gain approval and commitment for the project specific CMP from District/Central
Office management.
4. Review the CMP with the project team and provide instructions on the specific
responsibilities of each team member.

Quality (QC/QA) Plan
A short definition of quality is: conformance to requirements – all requirements.
A somewhat more detailed quality definition is: a measure of how well engineering
services meet the user’s needs and conform to governing criteria and current practice
standards.
A quality plan is defined this way: It documents the project’s quality standards and goals
and provides the baseline against which the quality control/quality assurance efforts of
the project team may be compared.
Quality planning involves identifying which quality standards are relevant to the project
and determining how to satisfy them. The activities of the quality planning process
basically translate existing quality policy and standards into a project Quality Plan.

Steps for Quality (QC/QA) Planning
1. Review each work element of the project WBS and determine the applicable
standards for each process, product, and deliverable.
2. List each of the applicable standards with the appropriate work element in the
“draft” Quality Plan.
3. Using the draft Quality Plan, review each work element and applicable standards
with:
•

Performing staff – Verify understanding of assignment, specific quality
standards and requirements, and qualifications for performance. Develop
specific plans and documentation procedures for performance and
achievement of the quality standards.

4. Complete the Quality Plan and review updating and reporting procedures with
appropriate team members.
Quality management:
•

Is a consistent approach to meeting appropriate quality standards, objectives,
and requirements on all INDOT projects.
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•

Is performed only on those quality activities that add value to INDOT
projects.

•

Shifts the focus from review and correction of work performed to those
activities that enhance the production of quality during the planning and
performance of the work in order to minimize costly rework.

•

Establishes responsibilities for meeting appropriate quality standards on all
INDOT projects.

Appendix C has a copy of the QA/QC Plan.
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A definition of quality:

“Conformance to
all requirements”

Source: Adapted from Phil Crosby in Quality is Free, 1979.
48

Another definition of quality:
“A measure of how well
engineering services meet the

user’s needs

and conform to

governing criteria
and current

practice standards”
Source: Adapted from Snyder, 1993.
49

Quality has 3 legs:
Quality

User
wants/
needs

Governing
criteria

Standard
of care

User may not
understand/care
50
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Definition of QC and QA:
• Quality Control – the process of
monitoring specific project results to
determine if they comply with relevant
quality standards and identifying ways
to eliminate causes of unsatisfactory
performance
•Quality Assurance – the process of
evaluating overall project performance
on a regular basis to provide
confidence that the project will satisfy
the relevant quality standards
54

Why do we need a quality plan?
•
•
•
•

Consistency
Value
Avoidance of Rework
Responsibilities

55
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Transition & Closure Plan
Transition and closure is the process of completing a major activity, phase, or the project
itself. This includes transferring the completed work and remaining project
responsibilities to others, demobilizing the appropriate team members and facilities,
completing document archiving, and closing out the administrative and financial
processes associated with the activity, phase, or the project.
The Transition and Closure Plan (TCP) outlines the points in the project at which
formal transition and closure activities will take place, the requirements of the transition,
the responsible organization, and the process steps that will be taken to accomplish an
efficient and effective transition.
The resulting TCP is an integral part of the PMP and is implemented at appropriate points
throughout the project and at project completion.
Certain elements of the TCP are implemented continuously, e.g. lessons learned, reward
and recognition, etc. Other elements can be implemented at appropriate intervals prior to
the full completion of the work of the activity or phase (preparing no longer needed files
for archiving, demobilizing staff, facilities or equipment no longer needed for the work,
etc.). All transition and closure activities are completed before the activity, phase, or
project is deemed “complete” and the project manager is released from responsibility for
the project.
Appendix C contains a copy of the Transition and Closure Plan.

Begin with the End in mind
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Definition of transition and closure
plan:

Outlines points in the project at which formal

transition and closure activities will take place, the
requirements of the transition/closure and the
responsible organization, and the process steps
that will be taken to accomplish an efficient and
effective transition/closure

Begin with the end in mind!
58

Definitions of transition and
closure:

Transition – the
process of changing
from one phase to
another

Closure – the act or
process of closing, a
finish or end

59
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Steps for Transition and Closure Planning
1. Establish Transition and Closure points
Identify major activities and milestones of the project that will require a formal
transition and/or closure process. In general, there are clear transition points
between Pre-Construction and Construction. Other transition/closure points may
be more obscure and associated with the project type, or specific to the project
itself. Consider the following criteria:
•

Delivery and acceptance of major elements of work.

•

Transfer of responsibility for all or a major portion of the project.

•

Major changeover of project staff, resources, or location of performance.

2. Identify Acceptance Criteria
•

Identify all of the work included in each transition/closure and develop
acceptance criteria for all deliverables.

•

Identify the responsible parties for each element of the work to be
accepted – the performers and those accepting the work

•

Work with the appropriate staff to establish a common understanding of
the requirements and acceptance criteria.

•

Identify the activities and responsibilities involved in the completion and
acceptance process, and develop a discrete transition and closure schedule
for the specific transition event or incorporate them into the Project
Performance Schedule.

3. Outline demobilization strategies
•

Staff - Planning for the transition of staff is one of the most critical
transition and closure planning activities. The absence of a sound
approach to staff transition often creates a “non-productive” environment
in which the staff is focused on identifying their next assignment.

•

Facilities, Equipment and Services - Identify all of the activities, steps and
requirements for demobilizing and returning (or terminating) facilities,
equipment and services as they are acquired. For each transition event;
establish roles, responsibilities, budgets and schedules for all
demobilization activities.
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4. Describe the lessons learned procedure
•

INDOT has established a formal Lesson Learned System, which includes
the collection of lessons learned from INDOT projects.

•

Based on the requirements of the INDOT Lessons Learned System,
establish specific project team activities and responsibilities for
identifying, documenting, reporting, and compiling lessons learned.
During the course of the project, and as each transition/closure point is
reached, compile and report the complete lessons learned file for the
appropriate area or phase of the work.

5. Consultant Rating
INDOT has developed a form for evaluating and rating project
consultants. This is to be completed during this phase.
6. Specify archiving method
•

Review archiving requirements with District/Central Office management.

•

Develop specific instructions on record keeping, document management
and preparation for archiving during the course of the project.
SiteManager training will describe how to enter and archive project data.
Most of the contract data will reside in SiteManager which will expedite
project closeout.

7. Outline financial closure
•

Review the requirements and specific procedures for financial closure of
the activity, phase or project with District/Central Office management.

8. Suggest reward and recognize
•

Review requirements and policies regarding reward and recognition with
District/Central Office management.

•

Identify “target” performance measures in “key” areas that are critical to
project success. The measures should indicate performance beyond
expectations and should be “stretch” targets that are achievable, but
require significant “extra” effort to accomplish.

•

Based on these “key” areas and target performance measures, identify
appropriate project rewards and recognition for exemplary performance.
Consider non-monetary recognition and rewards as well as those requiring
budget allocations.

•

Develop a budget around the appropriate awards and targets and include in
the PMP.
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9. Set transition and closure schedule
•

The activities to be performed must be included into the Project Baseline
Schedule. The required budgets for their performance must be established
so they can be tracked and their status monitored.

•

All transition activities should be linked to the appropriate project
milestones and activities for tracking and status monitoring. This provides
as an effective method to ensure that they are not overlooked.

9. Consider possible need to shelf the project.
•

Remember that the transition and closure process starts during planning.

•

Many projects are “put on the shelf” for a number of years before they are
actually completed.

•

Good records – starting with the PMP and a sound TCP can expedite the
start-up and completion process.

10. Suggest means to update throughout the project.
•

Even if all of the requirements, roles and responsibilities are not
understood when beginning the planning for the transition and closure
process, include your best estimates and “guesses” in the TCP and upgrade
it regularly throughout the project.

Consultant Rating Form

66
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3
Step

Endorse the Plan
Can I have your John Hancock please?

Endorsement is the final step in the preparation or planning phase of the project
management process. It can be simple if the team is prepared and ready with a quality
PMP. A good plan instills confidence within the team and with the sponsors and
customers. Once the work plan is endorsed the project moves into the Work the Plan
phase of development.
Communication must be clear, coherent and complete… people are asked to commit to
something…. they need to know what that something is. It is natural for them to be
curious about how something will get done, how much will it cost, how long will it take,
and why?

What is Endorsement?
Endorsement unifies a group of individuals and transforms them into a team. Effective
endorsement involves communication and collaboration during the Initiate and Align
phase and work planning. By endorsing the work plan, key participants take ownership of
the team mission and agree upon the method by which it will be accomplished.
Endorsement is a combination of approval and commitment.

Approval
Definition: Regard favorably; confirm or agree officially and publicly.

Commitment
Definition: Agree or pledge to do something.
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Plan the
work

Resources

Time

Recall the

Work
the
plan

importance of
“planning the
work” before

Project
not
completed

Without
prior
planning

doing the work

Project
completed
Plan the work
plus work the
plan
3

Resources invested in planning the
work will “pay for themselves” when
we work the plan

LEVEL OF EFFORT

Plan the work
10% +

Work the plan
90 % +

Work the
plan
Plan the
work

Initiate
and align

Endorse
Transition/
Close

TIME
4

To be effective, the planned
work must be endorsed—given

a “go!”

5
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Project Team Approval and Commitment
The process of gaining the approval and commitment of project team members to the
PMP can be as simple as a discussion of their assignment and their commitment to
perform that assignment, or as formal as a workshop session with all team members,
culminating in a formal, signed document committing to the PMP.
In all cases, the result is an understanding of the PMP, the team members’ role in its
execution, and their specific commitment to perform their responsibilities according to
the plan.
The approval and commitment process can unify a group of individuals and transform
them into a team.

Steps for obtaining Project Team approval and commitment:
1. Identify the Participants
The project team is comprised of all project participants required to deliver the
project. This includes those directly engaged by the project, as well as specialty
groups, consultants, contractors, and other organizations or agencies.
Review the PMP, particularly the WBS and responsibilities, to identify all
resources needed to complete the project.
Identify those project team members whose specific commitment to the PMP is
appropriate.
Endorsement is easier when the participants have been included in the
development of the PMP.
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2. Establish Approval and Commitment Process
Identify the appropriate methods for gaining approval and commitment from each
participant—individual discussions, group meetings, etc.
Formal Meeting: Participants review and sign-off on the PMP. The use of a
formal endorsement meeting provides a team-building opportunity where
participants can discuss their assignments, discuss the inter-relationships of their
assignments with other assignments, develop their working relationships, and
open the channels of communication.
Prior to the meeting, the project manager should:


Coordinate with specialty groups.



Coordinate with local agencies, cities, counties, police, emergency
services, etc.



Distribute the PMP for review.

The endorsement meeting should be held as soon as possible after completion of
the PMP.


Use the PMP as the structure for the meeting agenda.



Discuss the team mission, roles and responsibilities, schedule, and
resources to complete major deliverables.



Discuss any outstanding issues.



Review change management, risk planning, communication, quality, and
transition/closure plans.



Have a method for signifying commitment: signature on the PMP or a
suitable substitute for documenting commitment.

Individual Discussions: A second approach is to conduct individual discussions
and sign-offs with each predetermined project participant. The same principles
used to conduct an organized session with a group apply here, except that it is less
formal.
Distribute and Return: A third – and less desirable – approach is to distribute
portions of the PMP, either electronically or by hard copy, to selected project
participants and ask for their endorsement. If using this technique, attach a cover
letter that clearly states what is being requested, with directions for providing
comments.
Often PMPs are all-inclusive documents that overwhelm rather than inform the
reader. They can be much more informative if they are transmitted with
instructions that clearly focus readers on the portions of most
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Suggested process for earning
project team commitment:
1.Identify the participants and
review the plan

11

2. Establish approval and
commitment process
• Formal meeting
• Individual discussions
• Distribute and return

12

3. Establish approval and
commitment schedule
Project team support
is required before seeking
management approval
and commitment

13
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relevance to them. In some cases, only part of the PWP needs to be transmitted,
reviewed, and endorsed by project participants.
3. Establish Approval and Commitment Schedule
Team approval and endorsement are needed when Plan the Work process is
concluding and the PMP is being completed for management approval and
commitment.
Project team support is required before seeking management approval and
commitment.
Endorsement is not a one-time occurrence for most projects. The PMP should
gain new endorsement any time there are major changes to the scope, schedule,
budget, sponsor, or team members. Establishing team approval and commitment
as soon as possible will help expedite management endorsement.

Management Approval and Commitment
Management includes those individuals who have responsibility and authority for
resources defined in the PMP. Gaining management’s understanding of the PMP,
particularly resource requirements, assumptions, schedule, and issues, leads to gaining
their approval and commitment to the project. It also provides the baseline of
understanding needed to balance their total resource requirements to avoid “over
commitment.”
The approval and commitment of the management of all planned resources is essential to
ensure that the right resources will be available when they are needed to support
execution of the PMP.
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Steps for Obtaining Management Approval and Commitment
1. Identify the Required Individuals
Endorsement by management results in a specific approval and commitment of
support for the PMP and the resources necessary to successfully deliver it. This
may include managers from specialty groups and/or other organizations.
Endorsement is not a one-time occurrence for most projects. The project team
should gain new approval and commitment any time there are major changes to
the PMP—scope, schedule, budget, sponsor, or team members.


Review District/Central Office requirements for management approval
and commitment requirements.



Review the PMP and identify all organizational resources needed to
complete the project.



Review the Baseline Performance Schedule and identify the timing and
levels of involvement for resources.



Identify the appropriate management entities controlling all needed
resources.

2. Establish a Schedule for the approval and Commitment Process
The commitment of the project team is required before the endorsement of
management is sought. Obtaining management’s approval and commitment as
soon as possible will allow a smoother start to project delivery.
The first choice is to obtain management endorsement in a meeting when all the
necessary management staff can attend, discuss the required commitments, and
share their observations on the PMP and its execution.
If a meeting is not possible, management approval and commitment are gained
individually or in groups and the resulting endorsements are sent to all
participating managers by memo.
3. Obtain Management Approval and Commitment
The purpose of formal approval and commitment is to acquaint and inform the
manager with the requirements, quantity, and timing for the resources being
committed, and to document that commitment.
It is highly recommended that documentation of the agreement be made and
shared among managers and the team. The main consideration should be the level
of approval and commitment required and the need to document that approval and
commitment. The most direct method is to have the manager sign the PMP or the
cover letter.
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Suggested process for earning
management approval and
commitment
1. Identify the required individuals

15
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Prior to the meeting, the project manager should complete the following:


Coordination with support offices/organizations



Coordination with local agencies, cities, counties, police, emergency
services, etc.



Team-endorsed PMP

The endorsement meeting should be held as soon as possible after team approval
and commitment.


Use the PMP as the structure for the meeting agenda.



Discuss team mission; roles and responsibilities; schedule; and resources
to complete major deliverables.



Discuss any outstanding issues.



Review change management, risk planning, communication, quality, and
transition/closure plans.

A rule-of-thumb is that those responsible for the resources should endorse the PMP. If
higher levels of management approval and commitment are needed, those committing the
resources should identify them.
Having managers visibly endorse the PMP is a team motivator – use it!
Don’t let the endorsement process get stale. Make it part of the work planning process,
not a separate task.

Project Performance Baseline
Once the PMP has been endorsed, a project manager saves the baseline of the project
plan. This baselined plan is called the Project Performance Baseline.
The project Performance Baseline is a tool to evaluate the progress of the project. To
compare what was planned to what has actually taken place. It allows the project
manager to identify potential problems and use proactive measures to manage project
issues. Use of this progress evaluation tool is discussed further in Work the Plan.
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Project
performance
baseline
Intend to evaluate
project progress
against what was
planned and
committed to
18

Changes to scope, schedule, or
budget require evaluation for
re-endorsement
Plan
the Work

Initiate
& Align

Endorse
the Plan

$

Work
the Plan

Transition
& Closure

S
19
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4
Step

Work the Plan
Roll up your sleeves; it is time to get to work!

The team successfully moved through the “Initiate & Align”, “Plan the Work”, and
“Endorse the Plan” elements and processes. In other words, we have readied, taken aim,
verified the target, now it’s time to “Fire” or “Work the Plan.” Failing to plan is planning
to fail. We’ve taken time to plan our work, now lets work the plan to ensure project
success (delivery on time, within budget, to customer’s expectations)
The Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) Guide defines project
management as the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project
activities to meet project requirements. Project management is accomplished through the
use of the processes such as; initiating, planning, executing, controlling, and closing.
The project team manages the work of the projects, and the work typically involves:


Competing demands for: scope, time, cost, risk, and quality.



Stakeholders with differing needs and expectations.



Identified requirements.

The more you know about your project, the better you are able to manage it. By
developing a work plan, the team, project manager, and sponsors comprehensively define
project requirements. Endorsement of the work plan represents commitment by key
participants and ensures it is consistent with sponsor and customer expectations.
Working the plan is:


Actively managing those planned elements, including the scope, schedule, and
budget.



Effectively communicating and building on relationships with the team,
customers, and sponsors.



Actively monitoring and managing identified risks and change.



Communicating changes before they occur.
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Recall the “smart way” to do a
project twice:

• Plan the work
• Work the plan

2

Project management process
Plan
the work

Initiate
and align
•Project
description
•Team mission/
assignment
•Major milestones
•Boundaries
•Team
identification
•Roles and
responsibilities
•Operating
guidelines
•Measures of
success

Endorse
the plan

•Work breakdown
structure (WBS) /
project
development
process (PDP)
•Task planning and
scheduling
•Budget
•Risk planning
•Communication
plan
•Change
management plan
•Quality (QC/QA)
plan
•Transition and
closure plan

•Project team
•Management

Work
the plan

Transition
and closure

•Managing scope,
schedule, and budget
•Manage risks
•Manage quality
•Communicate

•Implement
transition/
closure plan
•Review lessons
learned
•Reward and
recognize
•Archive

3

3
Continuous communication

Step 4—Work the plan—is where
we invest most of our project

resources

Plan the work

Work the plan

LEVEL OF EFFORT

10% +

90 % +

Work the
plan
Plan the
work

Initiate
and align

Endorse
Transition/
close

TIME
5
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Manage Scope, Schedule, & Budget
So what does managing the scope, schedule, and budget mean?
Managing the project scope is ensuring that the projects includes all the work necessary and is
performed according to expectations (specifications).
Managing the project schedule is ensuring that the project is completed in a timely manner and
by the accepted or approved dates.
Managing the project budget is ensuring that the project is completed within the allotted or
approved budget.
A project manager should be “large and in charge” and have an influence on all project
parameters (requirements, time, cost).

Steps for managing scope, schedule, and budget:
1. Project Performance Baseline
The “Project Performance Baseline”—the project WBS, project baseline schedule, and
project budgets—serves three critical functions in managing the project:


Provides the target metrics and measures that we use to gauge actual performance
against plan.



Provides a basis for identifying and understanding the potential impact of
performance problems.



Provides the background and basis for “testing” solutions to performance
problems.
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DU
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Recall the three essential
requirements of a project:

SCOPE
7

SC

HE

ET
DG

DU

BU

LE

If one member gets longer

SCOPE
(Deliverables)

then at least one other member
must get longer
8

The project manager must monitor
scope, schedule, and budget
and

take corrective action

when deviations occur

9
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Ideas for monitoring scope,
schedule, and budget:

1. Request periodic written progress
reports from key project team
members
2. Conduct project team meetings

10

3. Compare tasks/deliverables
underway/completed to WBS/PDP
4. Compare actual schedule to Gantt
(bar) chart and/or critical path
5. Compare costs incurred to budget

11
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2. Maintain the baseline (scope, schedule, and budget)
The effectiveness of the baseline to the project team is only as good as its accuracy. The
project team should “freeze” the original baseline data and maintain a “current” baseline
by updating it on a regular basis to incorporate changes and current information.
Whenever scope, schedule, or assigned resources change, a corresponding budget change
is required.
3. Monitor performance:
Scope verification:


Configuration – The project team must verify that the products being produced in
the pre-construction phase meet all of the requirements established for them and
that they conform to INDOT standards and specifications and comply with
INDOT policies.



Quality – The project quality plan should be frequently reviewed to verify that
quality management actions are being performed as planned and with the results
expected.

Performance measurement: As a part of assessing project performance against the
baseline, verify the following:


Actual work completed



Actual schedule consumed



Actual costs/budget consumed

Districts and other entities may have specific methods and programs for measuring
performance, including Earned Value Measurement. Discuss plans for measuring project
performance with the District/Central Office.
4. Identify variances and their sources
Review each component of the baseline and identify any significant differences between
planned and actual performance. For each variance, determine the severity of impact and
its source; i.e., the reasons why there was a variance and the conditions that led to it.
5. Forecast performance
Before determining a course of action to correct a variance, evaluate the baseline for the
remainder of the project and determine the probable outcome at
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completion for each component. The re-evaluation of the work to be completed provides
the understanding needed to develop and integrate recovery plans.
6. Manage variances
Understanding the severity of the variance and its impact on the remainder of the work,
the project team must decide how to adjust performance and conditions to avoid further
impact and to recover from the variance.
Recovery plans should be developed in the context of the remaining work. For example,
directing resources to complete work that has fallen behind schedule should not create
resource problem with work yet to be completed; adding resources will impact the budget
for completing the work (hence, budgets must be adjusted).
Use the performance baseline to “test” the impact of recovery plans.
7. Obtain endorsement:


Project team



District/Central Office

Only adjust the project performance baseline after the recovery plan has been endorsed.

Examples of the wide range of
topics to address in reports

and/or meetings:

• Status—deliverables, schedule, and
budget—of individual tasks
• Resource challenges—personnel,
software, equipment, materials, etc.
• Need for special expertise
• Difficult behavior by team member
12
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• Vertical and horizontal control
• Identification of new risks
• Citizen concerns
• Unexpected field conditions—soils,
weather, rock,…
• Status of permits
• Utility relocations
• Staging area
• Shop drawing review
13

• Phasing
• Traffic control
• Status of QC/QA
• Safety concerns
• Media reports
• Hazardous waste or toxic materials
• Stakeholder’s satisfaction—are
they getting what they want when
they want it?
14

Ten tips to help the project
manager conduct productive
project team meetings:
1. Define purpose—is a meeting needed?
2. Send agenda to participants
3. Turn off cell phones/pagers
4. Start and stop on time
15
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5. Follow the agenda—use “parking lot”
for off-agenda topics
6. Expect everyone to contribute
7. Prevent anyone from dominating
8. Listen to minority views
9. Distribute minutes within three
working days
10. Set example—be the kind of team
member you want others to be
16

Encourage team members to

speak up!

“Bill, we
haven’t heard
from you. What
do you think we
should do?”

17

Seek out the minority view

“I
agree”

“I
agree”

“I
agree”
“I
agree”
“I
don’t
agree”

18
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Failure to speak up can result
in failed projects
Failed
projects

Failed
because
people
didn’t
speak up

Source: PM Network, 2006 reporting on a study of approximately
10,000 projects at 35 Fortune 500 firms.
19

Establish a simple and firm
reporting system
“Keep the rules to a minimum
and
enforce the ones you have.”
(Vince Dooley, University of Georgia
football coach)

20

Some means for taking corrective
action when scope/schedule/
budget deviate:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce scope elsewhere
Expand schedule
Extend project into next budget cycle
Add personnel/resources
Replace project manager and/or
selected personnel
• Refine/tighten labor/expense charges
• Modify the budget
• ?
21
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Manage Risks
Risk planning is an integral component of day-to-day project management. Project teams
implement and continuously evaluate risks throughout the project.
Primary risk planning functions include:


Monitoring risk and opportunity elements



Identifying new risk and opportunity elements



Evaluating/upgrading probability of occurrence and potential impacts



Devising and implementing response strategies



Evaluating and documenting the effectiveness of response actions



Reporting to Region/Organization Management and Stakeholders

Steps for Managing Project Risks:


Brief each team member on the risks and the criteria for the execution of their
responsibilities.



Risk reviews should be a standing agenda item at all team meetings.



Minimize risks and adjust risk responses as appropriate to provide visibility and
understanding of current project conditions, status of risk events, and the potential
overall impact on the project performance baseline.



Report the status of risks to Management.
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Planning the work included

Probability

risk identification
Green

Red

Green

Yellow

Low

High

High

Low
Identified
Risk

Impact
24

Identified risks can be addressed
in four possible ways
Avoidance
Transference
Mitigation
Acceptance

Get-R-Done!
25
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1. Monitor previously-identified risks:


Assign a team member to monitor and track each risk event.



Risk ratings and prioritization may change over the life of the project; changes may
require additional analysis.



Identify and report changes in probability of occurrence and potential impact.

2. Identify new risks:


Charge team members with the responsibility to continuously review project work
and conditions and to identify new risk events.



Add new risk events to the PMP and evaluate their probability of occurrence,
potential impact, and timing.



Identify appropriate triggers.



Establish preliminary response strategies and, in keeping with monitoring previouslyidentified risks also monitor and control each new risk event.

3. Devise and implement responses if risks occur:
As risk events reach the “imminent” stage:


Review the planned response actions for appropriateness given current estimates
of impacts and available resources.



Use the change management process to enact and implement response actions and
adjust the project performance baseline—scope, schedule, and budgets—
accordingly.



Make appropriate assignments and track performance of the response actions.



Monitor the effectiveness of each response action and adjust actions accordingly.



Avoid the simple measure of percentage of project completion compared to
contingency funds committed. Risk events do not occur evenly throughout the
project.

4. Document
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Document each risk event and response action implemented as a basis for future
actions and as a reference for reporting Lessons Learned.
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The project manager should:
1. Monitor previously-identified risks
Probability
High

Unknown utilities

Medium

Citizen opposition

Low
Low

Medium

Impact

High

26

2. Identify new risks
Probability

Organic soils

High
ROW acquisition
Medium
Low

Impact
Low

Medium

High

27

3. Devise and implement responses if
risks occur

If…

Then…

Encounter
organic soils

Increase borings to
determine extent

Discover
unexpected
utilities

Increase
coordination and
develop incentives

4. Document
28
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Manage Quality
Achieving quality requires much more than slogans and good intentions. For starters, achieving
quality requires a definition of quality. INDOT defines quality a conformance to all
requirements.
The project manager should:
1. Confirm that project managers understand the definition of quality
2. Verify that applicable standards are being used (e.g., design manuals, specs)
3. Direct the QC and QA actions
4. Document

Definition of quality:
“Conformance to
all requirements”

30
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Recall the quality plan

Identifies
reviewers,
standards,
and
procedures
31

The project manager should:
1. Confirm that project managers
understand the definition of quality
2. Verify that applicable standards
are being used (e.g., design
manuals, specs)
3. Direct the QC and QA actions
4. Document

32

Communicate
Working the plan is about actively managing the planned elements. Continue to foster customer
relationships and communicate with the project team and sponsor(s).

Customer Relationships
Know and manage customer expectations. Involve the customers as they wish to be involved.
Communicate progress as identified in the Communication Plan and resolve conflict as
necessary.

Communication
Appropriate frequency and quality of communication between the project manager, team
members, and sponsors is essential for project delivery. Facilitating the effective exchange of the
necessary information between project participants and interested parties. Project managers and
team members apply the Communication Plan endorsed for the project.
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Team Building
Teams are dynamic; they must be built and sustained. As they move through the spectrum of
team development they must be continually managed to attain high performance, produce results,
and deliver the project.
A team:


is a group of individuals who work for a common purpose to produce a specific outcome.



continuously develops group and individual skills to enhance team performance.



effectively develops and implements a reward and recognition strategy.



works together to correct mistakes to minimize negative impacts.



works together to learn from accomplishments and mistakes.
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The project manager should

communicate progress and change
Team
member
Team
member

Public/
Public Information
Officer/
consultants/
contractors/
vendors

Project
manager

Team
member

Team member is broadly defined (e.g.,
includes relevant functional managers)
34

Recall the

communication plan

Identifies internal and external
stakeholders
and
how to communicate with them
35

Recall the

change management plan

Describes how to identify,
analyze, implement, and
document change
36
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5
Step

Transition & Closure

ransition and closure is the final project management process step and should be planned
for from the beginning and throughout the life of the project. Transition and closure is the
process of completing a major activity, phase, or the project itself. The elements of this
process include; implementation of the Transition and Closure Plan, Lessons Learned,
Consultant evaluation, Rewards & Recognition, and Archiving.

T

The Transition and Closure Plan is an integral part of the Project Management Plan and is
implemented at appropriate points throughout the project. Although transition and closure is
identified as a separate step in the project management process, managing it effectively requires
the application of other steps within the process:
•

Plan the Work – Development of the Transition and Closure Plan.

•

Endorsement – Acceptance and approval of the plan.

•

Work the Plan – Tracking and managing transition and closure activities.

Review the Project Performance Baseline to ensure all activities are performed as planned.
Tracking and monitoring the schedule and budget are critical as you begin to close out activities.
All transition and closure activities must be completed before the activity, phase or project is
deemed “complete” and the project manager is released from responsibility for the project.
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Recall definitions of transition and

closure:

Transition – the
process of changing
from one phase to
another

Closure – the act or
process of closing, a
finish or end

4

Step 5 is where we transition to the
next phase, back to an earlier phase,
or close out the project
Plan
the
Work
Initiate
& Align

Work the Plan

Endorse

Plan
the
Work
Initiate
& Align

T/C

Plan
the
Work

Plan
the
Work

Work the Plan

Endorse

T/C

Pre-Construction

Planning

Initiate
& Align

Work the Plan

Endorse

Initiate
& Align

T/C

Construction

Work the Plan

Endorse

T/C

Maintenance
5
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Steps for Transition and Closure
1. Continuously review and refine the activities and responsibilities associated with each
transition event.
2. Use the PDP tool to maintain performance visibility of all transition and closure
activities.
3. As the work leading up to the transition event proceeds, report progress and changes to
those involved in the acceptance of work process.
•

Review acceptance criteria and checklist.

•

Establish detailed scheduling of acceptance activities.

•

Establish a date and procedures for formal acknowledgement of the acceptance of
work.

•

Acceptance acknowledges the transfer of responsibility and should be formally
acknowledged in writing.

4. Refine and complete plans for demobilizing staff, facilities, equipment, and services.
Provide clear communication with affected staff. As the completion of work renders
facilities, equipment, and services unneeded, expedite their cancellation, return or transfer
to other uses in accordance with the Transition and Closure Plan.
5. Review the requirements and specific procedures for the financial closure of the activity,
phase, or project with District/Central Office.
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Compare project performance

E
DG
BU

SC
HE
DU
LE

to the baseline

T

SCOPE

How did we do?
7

Review acceptance criteria

Establish date for transition/closure

8

Obtain, in writing, acceptance
of work and assumption of
responsibility

Demobilize

9
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Close financials

Inform District/Central Office

10

Review Lessons Learned
INDOT gathers, organizes, and uses lessons learned from past and current INDOT projects to
continually improve INDOT methods and project delivery.
Lessons learned are reported and used continuously throughout the project, culminating in a final
submittal of project lessons learned during the transition and closure stage. Documentation to
capture and share lessons learned were developed during plan the work in the PMP and were
maintained during work the plan.

Steps for Lessons Learned
1. Responsibilities for capturing lessons learned are documented in the PMP.
2. During the project or phase, the reporting of lessons learned should be a continuous
sharing process and should be a standing agenda item in team meetings and workshops.
3. At completion of the phase or project, a formal meeting or workshop is held to review the
lessons learned and assignments made for improvement and communication of best
management practices.
Activities associated with capturing and documenting lessons learned can be placed in the
project baseline schedule so they can be tracked and monitored.
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Constructability Review Process
Constructability reviews are intended to improve the effectiveness of a set of plans,
specifications and bid documents by having these reviewed by those with construction expertise.
They should review issues that affect the contractor’s ability to understand the plans and
specifications well enough to provide well informed bids and meet INDOT’s requirements
during construction.
The basic purpose of the Constructability Review is to test INDPT’s approach for the potential
for errors, change orders, and claims. It seeks out overlooked problems that increase costs,
impair the schedule, and decrease quality and safety margins.
•

Eliminate construction requirements that are impossible or impractical to build.

•

Maximize constructability, recognizing the availability and suitability of materials,
the capability of labor resources, and the standards of practice of the construction
resources.

•

Verify accurate depictions of site conditions with regard to access, utilities, and
general configuration.

•

Make sure of the adaptation of designed structures and features to the project site
conditions and constraints.

•

Determine adequacy of work and storage space including contractor access to the site.

•

Determine appropriate construction durations and milestones.

•

Verify requirements for QA/QC during construction.

•

Clearly define procedures for scheduling outages and the feasibility of utility
interruptions.

•

Determine requirements for Agency-provided materials, equipment, services, and
utility connections.

•

Make certain that designs can be constructed using methods, materials, and
equipment common to the construction industry.

•

Pay attention to the requirements of the public including adjacent land use functions,
existing transit patrons, and persons with disabilities.
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•

Make sure coordination is included with all operating elements.

•

Make certain adequate provisions are provided for access, staging, and storage of
waste and supplies; parking for worker and construction vehicles; and mitigation of
environmental impacts during construction.

Team Composition
The Constructability Review team shall consist of the Construction Manager (Area Engineer,
Project Engineer/Supervisor) and the Project Manager with other additional team members as
needed, depending on the size and complexity of the project.
Frequency of Reviews
Reviews will be conducted during design at 30%, 60%, and 90% completion. During
construction, reviews will be made at pre-construction, mid-contract construction and
post-construction. Forms for these different reviews are found in Appendix D.
Review Project Selection
INDOT may develop a number of major, intermediate, and minor projects for periodic reviews.
Typical categories may include major highway construction, major interchange construction,
bridge construction, bridge rehabilitation, resurfacing and the like in a three-level process.
Constructability Review Level 1 includes reviews at 30%, 60%, and 90% design stages for these
types of projects:
•

Larger, complex roadway improvements (including new construction, widening, or
realignment projects with significant staging, and traffic handling requirements).

•

Complex interchange construction or modification.

•

Large rehabilitation projects that include widening and major structure replacement.

Constructability Review Level 2 includes 30% and 90% design stages for these types of projects:
•

Less complex roadway projects (including widening projects with minimal
staging/traffic handling.

•

Less complex structure or interchange projects.

•

Most rehabilitation projects, i.e. minor widening, drainage or safety improvements.
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Constructability Review Level 3 includes a 90% design review for simple projects:
•

Preventive maintenance overlay projects.

Location of Reviews
It is desirable to have the constructability review on site, so all can see the site conditions. Other
options can be use of photos, videos, or other media tools to familiarize participants with the site.
Checklists
INDOT uses checklists of items that have historically caused constructability problems, project
delays and cost overruns. The checklists serve as a means for reviewers to focus on the areas and
issues of concerns.
Resolution Procedure
The Construction Manager and the Project Manager shall resolve the findings of the review
jointly with the Program Manager or other appropriate authorities.
Review Follow Through/Dissemination of Review Comments
INDOT will develop a data collection process to store the lessons learned for future reference for
designers, INDOT staff and local agencies. The key component of improving a project’s design
is the sharing of lessons learned from the various participants’ experiences and expertise.
Measuring Constructability Review Results
The measure of the reviews may be measured by the number of change orders, the change order
amount, and the type.
Post-Construction Review
Conducting post-construction reviews allows INDOT to eliminate repeated mistakes that
increase costs and affect project schedules. Post-construction reviews provide feedback to design
and is an educational process for all parties in the transportation construction.
Depending on the Level of Review, INDOT should consider participation by members of these
organizations in their post-construction reviews.
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INDOT STAFF

EXTERNAL STAFF

Highway Design

Contractor Supervisor

Bridge Design

Contractor Estimator

Soils, Hydraulics

Key Subcontractors

Construction

Utility Companies

Environmental

IDEM/DNR

Traffic Engineer

Railroads

Maintenance Personnel

Local Municipality

Constructability Review Process
• Team Composition
• Review Frequency
– 30, 60, 90, pre, mid, post

• Review Levels
• Post Construction Reviews

16

Consultant Review
During the Transition and closure phase the PM needs to fill out the Consultant
Rating/Evaluation form. This will be used in the Consultant selection process.
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What went well, what didn’t,
and

why
?

Do throughout project,
not just at the end
LL

LL
Start

P

r o j e

c t

LL

Stop
LL

13

Even more lessons will be learned
as a result of further integrating
design and construction
LL

LL

LL

Design
Start
Construction
LL

LL

LL

Stop
LL

LL

Project Manager
14

Document
Le s
son
s
rne
d

Lea

Share

15
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Consultant Rating Form

16

A copy of the Consultant Rating Form is in Appendix E.

Reward and Recognize
Maintaining positive energy and focus within the project team is a critical element of successful
project delivery. Positive reinforcement through a project specific rewards and recognition
program is one way to develop and maintain the team’s “esprit de corps” during the project.
Formal recognition of team and individual contributions to project success at completion
enhances the sense of team accomplishment and encourages positive team behavior on other
projects.

Steps for Reward and Recognize
1. The Transition and Closure Plan includes identification of “target” performance measures
in “key” areas critical to project success. They are “stretch” targets that are achievable,
but require significant “extra effort to accomplish.
2. Project rewards and recognition for exemplary performance are based on those “key”
areas and “target” performance measures. Consider non-monetary recognition and
rewards, as well as those requiring budget allocations.
3. During work the plan, track both the “target” performance measures and the status of the
rewards and recognition program budget. Schedule special team events around “target”
milestones as it becomes apparent they will be achieved.
4. Focus on individual and team accomplishments. If the project has strong stakeholder
involvement look at ways to reward their contributions.
Senior management should be closely involved in development and endorsement of the rewards
and recognition program. They need to establish a leadership role in the program if the desired
motivation is to be achieved.
Never underestimate the power of a simple and sincere handwritten note.
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When a project is going well:

Look out the window

Not at the mirror
Source: Collins, 2001
18

Methods for rewarding/recognizing
Personal
comment

Note

Financial

Token

19

“Timing is everything” when
commenting or writing about a
person’s contributions
Do it now
Be specific

20
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Archive
Archiving is the process of collecting, organizing, and storing contract and project files.
Preparation of project files for archiving is mandatory and must be completed before the
demobilization process is completed. The requirements for the archiving process are established
in the Transition and Closure Plan. Budgets and schedules for the performance of archiving
activities are tracked and managed like all other project activities.

Steps for Archiving
1. During plan the work, the Transition and Closure Plan identified current archiving
requirements.
2. Collect all project materials, files, and records (e.g., project reports, historical
documentation, drawings, contract documents, manuals, electronic data, photographs)
from the project team.
3. Remove inappropriate or incomplete material from the file (e.g., retain final documents;
and remove drafts, internal review comments or handwritten notes, working drafts, and
duplicate copies of documents).
4. Consolidate files and sort them into an organized record according to District/Central
Office filing requirements.
5. Create an inventory of all files and their contents; perform a quality check of the files;
then package and transport them to the appropriate storage area.
Steps should be taken to organize files and prepare them for archiving during the course of the
project. SiteManager will contain much of the contract data, therefore reducing project closeout
time. Waiting until the end of the project to start collecting the files will make the task
ineffective and much more difficult.
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Definition of archiving:
Collect, organize, and store
project documents

22

Follow the process described in
the transition/closure plan

Filing as the project
proceeds simplifies and

shortens end-of-project
archiving

Create a summary inventory
23
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Project Management
Plan
I 74 and US 421
Interchange Modification

Indiana
Department of Transportation

February 28, 2007

I-74 and US 421 Interchange Modification
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Project Description
Because of the inherent operational and geometric deficiencies of the existing partial
interchange it is recommended that the existing unconventional, substandard interchange
be modified to a new partial cloverleaf Type-A interchange. Twin bridges on the
interchange crossroad are recommended. The crossroad typical sections show open
drainage and paved shoulders. The crossroad will have full limited access right-of-way.
There will be six new interchange ramps.

The new interchange will connect to newly constructed US 421 (Five Lane Section) and
Old US 421 (Four Lane Section) urban section roadways to the south and to a newly
constructed two lane local roadway to the north.

Team Mission/Assignment
Deliver a PS&E package and all supporting documents and approvals required to
advertise the I 74/US 421 Interchange Modification project. Meet the following criteria:

•
•
•
•

A construction project that minimizes impacts to the public and environment
An improved facility that is responsive to the needs of and meets the
requirements and expectations of all stakeholders.
Within funding limits.
By the agreed upon RFC date.

Phase of the project assigned? (Check the phase that applies for the team you are
initiating for this effort):
Scoping

Preliminary Engineering

Construction

Major Milestones
The project team tracks major milestones, which provide an overview and status to the
INDOT Management & Project Team, state and local government representatives, and
the public. The following is a selection of the major milestones that will apply:
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Project Definition Complete

6/10/2006

Begin Preliminary Engineering

7/5/2006

Environmental Documentation Complete

1/24/2007

Right of Way Certification

1/24/2007

Advertisement (Ad date)

7/2/2007

Bid Opening

8/15/2007

Award

8/29/2007

Execution

11/1/2007

Construction Start

11/16/2007

Operationally Complete

4/13/2009

Final Contract Completion

6/23/2009

These milestones are included in the Gantt chart and must be tracked in the project
schedule. See the PDP Manual for major milestone definitions.

Boundaries
•

Physical project limits are:
o South – 1000 ft. south of intersection between Old US 421 and US 421.
o North – 200ft. North of intersection between Local Service Road #2 and US 421.
o East – not specific, but east of new US 421 crossover bridges.
o West – not specific, but west of new US 421 crossover bridges.
•
•

Design consistent with appropriate jurisdictional (INDOT, Greensburg, Decatur
County) design standards and policies.
Meet access control requirements for US 421.

Team Identification
The project team consists of the project manager, design team members and all specialty
groups that need to be involved in the development of the project. Specialty groups must
be involved in project work planning, schedule development and maintenance, and
endorsement of the work plan.
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The following specialty groups could be involved:
Land Survey

Bridge & Structures

Materials

Construction

Program Management

Pavement Design

Public Information Office

Road Review

Real Estate

Environmental/Permits

District Traffic

Geotechnical Services

Highways & Local LPA Programs

District Planning

Hydraulics

Utilities

District Planning

Railroads

Community Action Group

Planning Central Office

Roles & Responsibilities

Production Team Leader/Consultant/Project Manager
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinate design team operations and incorporate products from specialty
groups to the Design File & PS&E.
Design oversight; including meeting requirements of the Design Manual, other
manuals, and the Team Mission.
Engineer of Record
Provide technical advice regarding individual design elements.
Develop and provide project information as needed by specialty groups.
Bring concerns from the design team to the management team.
Update the design team on decisions/recommendations of management.
Communicate status in the design process, obstacles encountered, and data
required.
Maintain the project schedule and budget.

District Traffic Analysis and Traffic Forecasting Representatives/Design Team
Traffic Engineer
•
•

Provide technical traffic operations information.
Provide traffic data and projections necessary for interchange design.
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•
•

Provide a finished PS&E for signing, illumination, and signalization.
Act as an advocate for the District by communicating concerns/issues between the
design team and the District traffic office.

Environmental Coordinator
•
•
•
•

Provide environmental documentation and applicable permits for project RFC.
Coordinate any mitigation to address environmental impacts.
Communicate with the appropriate State, Local, and Federal agencies to obtain
the appropriate permits required.
Act as an advocate for the Environmental office by communicating
concerns/issues between the design team and the Environmental office.

Real Estate Services Representative
•
•
•
•
•

Provide input and data (title information, permits, etc.) to the Design Team,
Environmental Team, Utilities Team, and others.
Appraise property and/or property rights.
Acquire the necessary property and/or property rights (including access).
Communicate and coordinate with other teams to clear right of way.
Act as an advocate for the RES office by communicating concerns/issues between
the design team and the RES office.

Bridge/Structures Representative
•
•
•
•

Provide structural guidance; such as bridge type, bridge span, etc.
Provide alternative schemes or options.
Prepare the Bridge Design Plans.
Act as an advocate for the Bridge office by communicating concerns/issues
between the design team and the Bridge office.

Production Team Member
•
•
•
•
•

Assist with the preparation of the Design File, and PS&E.
See that design meets the requirements of the Design Manual, other manuals, and
the Team Mission.
Prepare displays for public meetings.
Provide information, as needed, to specialty groups.
Bring concerns to the Design Team Leaders attention.
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Project Manager
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Manager for the I-74 and US 421 Interchange project.
Liaison between the Project Delivery Team and the Management Team.
Work with local agencies to resolve any issues or roadblocks.
Maintain the direction of Purpose and Mission.
As the project progresses, set goals and provide guidance and advice.
Monitor the schedule and budget and report status to IPOC for any changes and
updates.

Management & Customer Team (CAG)
•

The Management & Customer Team provides leadership and oversight for
delivery of the Region construction program. In this role, the team provides a
forum for reviewing the status of and delivery plans for projects. This team is
intended to coordinate and prioritize application of resources at a regional level,
remove roadblocks, pursue adequate funding, and facilitate communication both
internally and externally.

Utilities Coordinator
•
•
•
•

Provide environmental documentation and applicable permits for project RFC.
Coordinate any mitigation to address environmental impacts.
Communicate with the appropriate State, Local, and Federal agencies to obtain
the appropriate permits required.
Act as an advocate for the Environmental office by communicating
concerns/issues between the design team and the Environmental office.

Seymour District Planning Administrator (County Surveyor, County Engineer, City
Engineer)
•
•
•
•

Work with local agencies and to resolve any issues or roadblocks.
Maintain the direction of Purpose and Mission.
Monitor the schedule and budget.
As the project progresses, set goals and provide guidance and advice.

District Construction Engineer
•
•

Provide guidance and advise during the design phase to the Project Delivery
Team on constructability issues.
Set goals as the project progresses.
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Operations Engineer
•
•
•

Provide guidance and advise during the design phase to the Project Delivery
Team on maintainability issues.
Clarification of jurisdictional (State & City) maintenance responsibilities after
construction.
Set goals as the project progresses.

City of Greensburg Transportation Manager/Decatur County Engineer
•
•
•
•

As advocates for the City of Greensburg and Decatur County, ensure the project
meets the needs and standards of the City/County.
Coordinate participation of funding through City of Greensburg or Decatur
County.
Work with INDOT and District to resolve any issues or roadblocks.
As the project progresses, set goals and provide guidance and advice.

Measures of Success
What the team must accomplish for this project to be successful:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A clearly defined product (RFC, PS&E, R/W certification and permits), scope,
and schedule, and manage change effectively.
Maintain open, effective and timely communication within the team, with
sponsors, other agencies, stakeholders, and the public.
Conduct timely and meaningful public involvement as identified in the
communication plan.
Understand all our stakeholders’ needs and concerns, mediating issues to an
acceptable conclusion.
Gathered stakeholder needs and concerns are through interviews and CAG Public
Information Meetings: tabulate, evaluate, and address prior to the Design Hearing.
We effectively manage our resources, including funding, by comparing and
reporting work order expenditures to the planned budget.
Regularly recognize and celebrate accomplishments and successes.

Operating Guidelines
Operating guidelines describe how the team will govern itself.
•

Team decision-making process
o Voice and respect each other’s opinions
o Voting by thumbs up, sideways and down, 2/3 majority rules.
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•
•
•

o All team members support final team decisions.
o Resolve conflicts
o Early & continued involvement of key players (internal and external)
Team meetings (frequency, who should attend, etc.)
o Team will meet monthly to review project status, progress and manage
change.
Communication (methods, frequency, chain of command, etc.)
o Refer Communication Plan.
Manage team change
o Communicate change in a timely manner.
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Change Management Plan
Communication Plan
QA/QC Plan
Transition and Closure Plan
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Change Management Plan
I-74 and US 421 Interchange Improvement
Project Manager: Joe Smith
July 19, 2006

During the life of the I-74 and US 421 Interchange Improvement project changes to the
project scope, schedule, and resources may occur. The sources of these changes may be
internal or external initiated by the customers. External changes can also result from other
stakeholders, availability of resources, changes in technologies, etc.

Whether the effects of changes are positive or negative, managing change is an important
factor for success. Managing change will require planning, discipline, and
communication among the project team, customers and stakeholders. As the Change
Management Plan is executed, the following should occur. Improved relationship with
customers, improved financial performance, reduced project delays, better project
teamwork, and improved management of project quality. The following defines the plan
this team will use to manage change.

Types of Change that can be anticipated on this project:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Scope creep
Staff changes
Schedule change
Change in deliverables
Technical change
Process/policy change
Resources/technologies/materials changes

Step-by-Step Process to Manage Change
Use these steps, and sub-steps, as determined for the specific change
proposed/encountered.

1.

Identify source and nature of the change
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Determine the type of change (work plan, schedule, technical, etc.)
Determine the potential impact and process (formal/informal)
Document origin of change (who initiated it, what precipitated it)
Identify potentially effected customers and suppliers
Identify who should lead the analysis/rest of process
Communicate potential to rest of team as needed

2. Verify and Analyze the Change

Concurrence of the change condition will be obtained from the Project Manager. If a
change condition exists analyze the effects of the change to the project.
o Evaluate and quantify the impact to the project performance baseline (scope,
schedule, and/or budget)
o Does it introduce additional risks to the project?
o Evaluate the effects on other project tasks or deliverables.
o Identify and coordinate with effected specialty groups, contractors, consultants,
etc.
o Brainstorm, analyze, and prioritize strategies for change management.
o When necessary, consult with subject matter experts.

3. Develop a Mitigation/Recovery Strategy.

A response strategy is the process of developing options and determining actions to
enhance positive changes and to reduce threats to project objectives. Document the
analysis:
o What needs to be done, who will do it, and by when?
o Formally establish the scope of the change & direction for incorporating the
changed work or conditions.
o Formally establish required adjustments to the project performance baseline.
o Identify level of authority for endorsement.
o Provide appropriate notifications to team members affected by the
change.
4. Gain endorsement for the change
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o Notify and consult with Region Management, Region Program Management, and
Project Control and Reporting regarding the change and its impacts.
o Obtain endorsement from the appropriate level of authority
5. Update the Project Performance Baseline and monitor the effects of change.
o Update the Project Management Plan and Project Performance Baseline to
document the change.
o Identify responsibilities and timelines for carrying out
o Monitor and evaluate implementation
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

A communications plan is important for projects that impact the local community or
businesses, are of potential interest to the media, and where there are political
stakeholders. The figure below sets out basic guidelines for managing communications
in each of these areas.

Guidelines for Managing Communications
Audience

Communications Guidelines

Local
Community ●
and Business Groups

Identify project impacts of concern to local community and
business groups

●

Communicate frequently and timely on the status of the
project and associated impacts (community meetings,
informational newssheets)

●

Demonstrate sincere empathy and understanding on adverse
impacts.

●

Mitigate
adverse
impacts
(limit
construction
at
nights/weekends, provide temporary signage where access
to business is impacted during construction).

●

Limit media contact to designated Agency personnel.

Media

● Require contractors to refer all media comment to the
Agency.
● Establish the Agency’s position and message on project
issues.
●

Address media questions so as to communicate the Agency’s
message.

● Cultivate the media to present positive news on project
events.
Political Stakeholders
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●

Above all else make certain a political stakeholder is not
taken by surprise by a project event, good or bad.

●

Regularly brief political stakeholders on project events and
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issues.
●

Discuss project issues with political stakeholders before they
have to comment or decide on them in public such as at a
board meeting or media interview.

●

Include political stakeholders in project milestone events so
that their support and contributions can be recognized.

Although communications management is usually thought of as managing damage
control when bad things happen, communications management also manages good
news on the project such as:

●

Announcing the project to promote its benefits

●

Holding milestone events to celebrate progress such as:

●

°

Unveiling the design of a new facility

°

A groundbreaking to mark the start of construction

°

Inaugurating the start-up of a completed facility.

Publicizing any awards or industry recognition achieved by the project or the
project team.

Public participation is an important element of all INDOT projects, from planning and
PD&E through design and construction. During planning and PD&E the emphasis is on
participation in the decision-making process concerning the need for a project and its
basic concepts. In the design phase, the emphasis changes to one of informing the
public of the project. People are much more likely to tolerate the inconvenience of a
construction project if they understand the need for the work and have good
information about the project. Therefore, the emphasis during the design and
construction phases is on communicating with the community. During design there are
also opportunities to work out details of the project in an effort to minimize negative
impacts.

Each design project should have a Community Awareness Plan (CAP) that will carry
forward into the construction phase. This plan can be part of the consultant scope of
services or it can be developed by the INDOT PM. The CAP should explain the activities
that will take place to keep the community informed of the project and to minimize
negative impacts. The scope and complexity of a CAP will vary according to the
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community concern that is expected about a project. Projects can be grouped into one
of four levels of public concern that they are likely to generate.

●

Level 1.

Project is not controversial, causes negligible access impacts and
traffic disruption. Examples are work outside the roadway, simple
rural resurfacing, some signal work, pavement markings, bridge
and other maintenance.

●

Level 2.

Project has general public acceptance, little impact on access and
reasonable degree of traffic disruption. Examples are urban
resurfacing, bridge repairs and median revisions (not access
control) that require lane closures.

●

Level 3.

Project is controversial, will significantly impact traffic flow or will
adversely affect access to properties (temporary or permanent).
Examples are parking removal, median opening closures, traffic
signal removal, roadway widening, major reconstruction and
projects requiring a detour.

●

Level 4.

Project involves interstate work including maintenance work, road
widening, temporary ramp closures, construction of new
interchanges and major reconstruction. All projects that require
total closure (either temporary or permanent) of roadways,
bridges or railroad crossings.

Phase I of plan development is the most important for CAP activities. Decisions affecting
access management, Maintenance of Traffic (MOT), possible interruptions of utility
service and drainage are almost always of concern to the public. The PM must have a
good understanding of the impacts on the community and the concerns and needs of
the public. Changes in vertical alignment are likely to create access problems during
construction. Drainage during construction can also be affected.

A CAP should, as a minimum, include the following:

●

Date of the plan and each revision.
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●

Name of person initiating the plan.

●

A description of the project and anticipated level of public concern.

●

Identification of city, county and other local officials that may be involved in
the project and how they will be kept informed of project activities.

●

A summary of expected traffic impacts during construction.

●

A description of the community and properties affected by the project.

●

A discussion of removal of street parking (if any) and how it will affect
adjacent properties and businesses.

●

Special features and amenities that will be included in the project, including
landscaping and esthetic treatments.

●

Construction schedule, contract time and consideration for alternative
contracting methods.

●

A list of known community concerns and a strategy for addressing each of
them. The PD&E Report will be a good place to begin this list.

●

A list of all PD&E and right of way commitments made to the public and how
they are to be addressed.
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●

A plan for news media relations (for Level 4 and possibly Level 3 projects),
developed in cooperation with the district Public Information Office. A public
information campaign may be appropriate for very large projects.

The media can be of great assistance to the Department in encouraging citizen input
and keeping the public informed about a project. Project Managers should work with
their district PIO to develop and implement a CAP.
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Quality Control and Quality Assurance Plan
I-74 and US 421 Interchange Modification
Project Manager: Joe Smith
July 19, 2006

Project WBS work elements were reviewed and the following ones identified for applicable
standards for each product, process, service, and deliverable.

Quality Control Plan Items
•
•
•
•

Reviewers will be identified and assigned
The project will be executed in accordance with applicable INDOT Manuals.
Communication with team members (may lead to decision documents)
Reviews to be scheduled
o Monthly status and quarterly reviews will be communicated.
o Plans will be reviewed to establish consistency in the documentation prior to Ad.
o Scope, Schedule, and Budget will be reviewed periodically for progress.
o Quarterly review
o Status reviews
o Milestone reviews
o Deliverable reviews
o Customer feedback
o Process reviews

Quality Control Matrix Items
QA/QC Item

Checked

Approved

Standard(s) or
References

Date

Date
executed

scheduled

Identification &
Assignment Meeting

Yes

N/A

10/12/05

10/12/05

Gather as-built
information and
drawings for smooth
and consistent
transitions

Yes

N/A

10/13/05

10/13/05

Field visits to verify
as-built

Yes

N/A

10/14/05

10/14/05
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Existing utilities
located on site and
on plan

11/01/05

Value Engineering
and CEVP as
appropriate.

DM ch.315

12/02/05

Design will be
reviewed and
approved prior to the
completion of the
PS&E package

DM ch. 330

04/01/06

Constructability
review 1

02/02/06

Constructability
review 2
Maintenance review

Yes

N/A

10/14/05

10/14/05

Management review
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Transition & Closure Plan
I-74 and US 421 Interchange Modification
Project Manager: Joe Smith
July 19, 2006

Optimal success for this project – realization of the project purpose – requires delivery of
a quality product resulting in satisfied customers and conducting a deliberate closure –
including an effective “hand-off” to the subsequent phase (construction) and team.

Key parts of the closure plan are:
1.Transition Points
This project will be transferred to the Project Construction Office at the
completion of the PS&E. The major milestones that will be accomplished
are Environmental Documentation Complete, Right of Way Certification,
Advertisement (Ad Date).

2. Acceptance of Work

The work will be accepted after all formal reviews are complete.

3. Demobilize staff and resources.

The next project for the Design team will be identified one-month prior to
the Ad Date for this project. Team members will transition to the new
project as their individual tasks are completed.

4. Close technical elements of the project
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All of the activities, steps and requirements for demobilizing, returning or
terminating facilities, equipment and services will be complete.

Project closure meeting of INDOT’s design and management team
•

Expectations

•

Lessons learned from this project – Based on the requirements of the INDOT
Lessons Learned process, establish specific project team activities and
responsibilities for identifying, documenting, reporting and compiling Lessons
Learned during the course of the project and, as each transition point is reached,
compiling and reporting the complete Lessons Learned file for the appropriate
area or phase of the work.

Evaluate, reward and recognize team members.

Review requirements and policies regarding rewards and recognition with
Region/Organization Management.

Based on the work, the conditions under which it will be performed, and
the roles, responsibilities and performance expectations of team members,
identify “target”
7. Archive
Review current archiving policies with Region/Organization Management and
determine the specific archiving requirements for the project.
• Develop specific record keeping instructions for document management
during the course of the project. Include instructions for maintaining hardcopy
and electronic files, sequestering original documents, dates and project
information on documents, copying documents, and the maintenance of
document logs.
•

Develop file structures that allow preparing the appropriate files (including
electronic files) for archiving as each transition event or final closure is
achieved, including projects to shelf.
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Appendix

Constructability Review Forms
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Appendix

Consultant Rating Form
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Appendix

I-74 and US 421 Engineer’s
Summary
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•

PROJECT NEEDS:

o

o

The existing semi-directional interchange provides two access points (one exit point
and one entrance point on I-74). Westbound I-74 traffic cannot access US 421 nor is
there access from US 421 to eastbound I-74. The missing access to I-74 from US
421 requires traffic to use a circuitous route to the existing I-74/ SR 3 interchange.
The geometry of the existing interchange is deficient and includes a left hand merge
from a fly-over ramp. The intersection of US 421 and old US 421 (Michigan Road) is
located directly at the end of the US 421 eastbound ramp, a potential crash risk site
due to substandard intersection geometrics. Currently, traffic on US 421 is only
about 2,000 vpd. With the expected increase in traffic generated by the proposed
industrial development adjacent to the interchange, the capacity of the existing
interchange and intersections (ramp terminals) are not expected to be adequate.

•

PURPOSE:
o Provide all turning movements to I-74 from US 421.
o Remove the deficient left side merge onto I-74 mainline from US 421.
o Improve/upgrade the geometrics of existing local service road intersections.
o Connect the county road system north of I-74 (no connection now exists between the
north and south local service roads at the existing interchange) to local roads south
of I-74.
o Connect Interchange to the proposed Overpass Road.
o Provide capacity to efficiently move the expected 2028 design year traffic.

•

EXISTING CONDITIONS:

o

o

o

o
o
o

I-74 is an east-west four-lane divided interstate highway on the National Highway
System (NHS). The posted speed on I-74 is 70 mph, 65 mph for truck over 13 tons
gross weight. I-74 was constructed in 1961. I-74 within the study area is comprised of
two 12’ wide travel lanes, a 4’ wide left shoulder, and a 10’ wide right shoulder in both
EB and WB directions. The EB and WB I-74 roadways are typically separated by a
60’ wide grass median (dimension includes inside shoulders). The median widens at
the I-74 / US 421 semi-directional interchange.
US 421 is a rural major collector. The interchange with I-74 was constructed in 1961.
US 421 has a posted speed limit of 40 mph south (east) of Vandalia Rd and 55 mph
north (or west). The typical cross section consists of 2-12’ travel lanes with 4’ paved
shoulders and shallow V-ditches on each side. The apparent existing total R/W is 60’
wide, widening to 120’ near SR 3. The horizontal alignment of US 421 is tangent and
vertical alignment mostly flat, with a crest curve at Vandalia Rd.
Old US 421 (Michigan Road) is a rural major collector with a posted speed limit of 55
mph. The typical cross section is 24’ wide chip-and-seal, 1’ wide earth usable
shoulders with open roadside ditches. The apparent existing total R/W is 60’.
The I-74 local service roads (LSR, or frontage roads) are asphalt surfaced, 18’ to 20’
wide with shallow V-ditches ditches and a 1’ wide or less usable shoulder.
An INDOT maintenance unit facility is located on a linear site between old US 421
and I-74 west of the I-74/US 421 interchange.
Bridges:
 US 421 Bridge (76’ long) over Muddy Fork Creek (No. 421-16-7387; NBI=
32110). It is a three-span continuous reinforced concrete slab structure with
46’ clear roadway width, and was replaced in 1994.
 The US 421 fly-over Bridge over I-74 EB (No. (421) I74-132-4327B NB; NBI=
32120).
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•

•

I-74 EB Bridge over Muddy Fork Creek (No. I74-132-4328B EBL; NBI=
45070). three span continuously reinforced concrete girder bridge.
 I-74 WB Bridge over Muddy Fork Creek (No. I-74-132-4328B WBL; NBI=
45080). three span continuously reinforced concrete girder bridge.
 The local service road #2 Bridge over Muddy Fork Creek is a three span
concrete girder bridge. The Bridge is located north of I-74.
ASSUMPTIONS:
o The area south of I-74 is expected to be annexed by the City of Greensburg by 2008.
o Decatur County is expected to post 45 mph speed limits on roads nearby the
interchange within the jurisdiction of the county.

TRAFFIC:
INDOT’s Office of Urban & Corridor Planning has provided traffic data for this project, in the
base year 2006, intermediate year 2008, and design year 2028. These data are available,
but are not provided with the Engineer’s Summary.

•

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Because of the inherent operational and geometric deficiencies of the existing partial
interchange it is recommended that the existing unconventional, substandard interchange be
modified to a standard, contemporary full-access interchange. Such an interchange will
provide the essential movements between I-74, US 421, and old US 421 (Michigan Rd). In
addition, the anticipated increase in traffic demand and commercial transport service
requirements further support the need for improvement. Following development, review, and
comparison of many interchange options (various layout forms), a partial cloverleaf Type-A is
judged to be the most efficient and effective. Therefore, the suggested improvements are as
follows (see attached drawing sheets and cross sections for details):

o

Construct a new Partial Cloverleaf Type- A Interchange
 Incorporate twin bridges on the interchange crossroad over I-74(estimated
clear roadway width to be 54’ each; approach road cross section to
incorporate 2-12’ wide thru lanes, one 12’ wide right turn lane, a 4’ paved left
shoulder, 10’ right paved shoulder). Over I-74, the twin bridges are expected
to completely span the I-74 median wetlands and provide an open cross
section.
 The crossroad typical cross sections show open drainage and paved
shoulders throughout the interchange limits. The crossroad will have full
limited access R/W.
 Construct six new interchange ramps as shown on the drawings.

o

Construct a new bridge on US 421 over Muddy Fork Creek on relocated
alignment replacing existing bridge No. 421-16-7387.

o

Remove two of the travel lanes from existing US 421 which is located immediately
adjacent to the existing interchange and convert the highway to a two lane local
service road and construct a cul-de-sac. The remaining two lanes of current US 421
will act as a local service road to serve existing businesses and residences.
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o

Construct the proposed Overpass Road. The cross section for the overpass road
connector is to be 2-12’ travel lanes with an 8’ paved shoulder, 11’ usable shoulder
and open ditches (a separate Engineer’s Summary is available for this road).

o

Relocate Old US 421 to connect with a new at grade intersection of US 421 and Old
US 421 approximately 600’ south of the proposed interchange ramps. US 421 and
old US 421 are to consist of 4- 12’ travel lanes with a continuous median/ left turn
lane and other necessary auxiliary turn lanes. The cross section is to consist of
vertical curb and gutter with closed drainage. The relocated US 421 will have a
sidewalk on both sides from Greensburg to the interchange and old US 421
continuing to the west will have a sidewalk on the south side only.

o

Raze the INDOT Maintenance Unit Facility as part of this project. It will be rebuilt
by INDOT in a different location as a separate project.

o

Relocate the existing local service road #1 in the NW interchange quadrant.

o

Remove existing I-74 /US 421 interchange including the fly-over bridge No.
(421) I74-132-4327B over I-74 EB.

o

Widen bridges No. I74-132-4328B EBL and No. I74-132-4328B WBL over Muddy
Fork Creek for the interchange ramp construction.

o

Remove the existing local service road bridge north of I-74,over Muddy Fork
Creek and relocate. Relocate local service road # 2 (environmental mitigation
may be required for this Decatur County road bridge replacement). If necessary to
expedite development of the interchange proper, the relocation and replacement of
this LSR # 2 project can be completed after the proposed I-74 interchange is open to
traffic.

o

Traffic signal control may be necessary at the proposed ‘T’ intersection on the
interchange crossroad, relocated US 421, and old US 421 and potentially at other
intersections built as part of the interchange project. The Designer shall address the
signal warrants in concert with the District Traffic Engineer.

o

Environmental Concerns

o

o
o
o
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Designer shall make every effort to avoid impacts to the existing properties in the
interchange area. Also minimize any R/W acquisition from the proposed
Industrial plant site.
Avoid, to the extent practicable, the wetlands located SW of the interchange.
Avoid, the extent practicable, the wetlands in the NE quadrant near the local
service road #2 relocation site.
Endeavor to minimize construction activity along Muddy Fork Creek.
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o

•

Avoid impact to the historic site located on US 421in the SE quadrant of US 421
and Muddy Fork Creek. The proposed alignment of the separate US 421
expansion project form the interchange to SR 3 addresses this concern.

o

Estimated Cost of the new interchange and its associated road improvement is $20
million.

o

Estimated Cost of Old US 421 relocation is $2.5 million.

R/W:
o
o

Estimated R/W for the interchange proper is 70 acres.
Estimated permanent R/W for improvements to relocated local roads and US 421 is
18 acres

•

DESIGN ASPECTS:
o For I-74 and mainline interchange elements use Table 53-1, Freeways, with a 70
mph design speed. Use 4R Standards with level terrain.
o For the new US 421 interchange crossroad use Table 53-6, Multi-lane Urban
Arterials, suburban, uncurbed with a 50 mph design speed. An urban design class is
recommended based on near-term land use changes that are anticipated. Use 4R
Standards; land use is suburban with level terrain.
o For relocated US 421 and Old US 421 use Table 53-6, Multi-lane Urban Arterials,
suburban curbed with a 45 mph design speed. An urban design class is
recommended based on near-term land use changes that are anticipated. Use 4R
Standards; land use is suburban with level terrain.
o For the Overpass Road use Table 53-4, Local Agency Rural Collector Roads with a
60 mph design speed. Use 4R Standards; land use is suburban with level terrain.
o For local service road #1 use Table 55-3D, Rural Local Roads. Decatur County
favors use of 45 mph design speed on proposed road improvements in its
jurisdiction. Use 3R Standards.
o For local service road #2 use Table 55-3D, Rural Local Roads. Decatur County
favors use of 45 mph design speed on proposed road improvements in its
jurisdiction. Use 3R Standards.

•

PROJECT LIMITS: The project limits are shown on the drawings.

•

SURVEY LIMITS: The survey limits may be obtained from the drawings.
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